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.. THE PEOPLE WHO HARDLY STAND A CHANCE'~ 

Who are "the people who hardly stand a chance"? They are, as we shall see, 
the victims of-

1. Soothsayers: "Therefore thou hast forsaken thy people the house of 
Jacob [those men that are causing the people to follow them], because they be 
replenished from the east, and are soothsayers like the Philistines, and ·they 
please themselves in the children of strangers." Isa. 2:6. 

"At the time the great ingathering here projected is about to take place, His 
professed people, He declares, please themselves among the unconverted and 
are charged with being soothsayers, ably explaining away God's revealed truth 
for this time [the preserved milk, manna (6 Tr. 32:0; 62:1; 13 Code 11 & 
12:28:2)] rather than to magnify and to proclaim It.,"-1TG 5:9:3. 

" 'Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to be 
accounted of?' Isa. 2:22, 

"Here is God's simple remedy for His people. They should cease listening to 
'soothsayers,' they should instead hear what Inspiration has to say."-lTG 
29:12:3. 

" ... They [Isa. 3:2, 3] are 'soothsayers,' He declares (Isa. 2:6); they 'have 
eaten up the vineyard; the spoil of the poor is in [their] houses.' Isa. 3:14. Thus 
Inspiration points out that they are wickedly spending the spoil of the poor. 
Strong language, indeed, but it is God that says it."-lTG 6:27:1. 

2. Humbuggers: " ... Yes, there are thousands, young and old alike, who 
learn great lessons, but they often pay a tremendous price only because they 
are ever listening to the 'humbug' of the Devil. Why are they so easily carried 
away with his alhuements?-On/y because his attractive bait appeals to man's 
selfish and sinful nature."-lTG 1:7:2. 

Beware of the " 'hum of the humbug' that unsanctified hearts like to listen to. 
They are of those who are dodging the porter at the 'Door,' of those who 
know that their deeds cannot stand inspection."-1TG 2:21:2. 

3. Impostors: " ... The student will also note that all others [the porter
dodgers] are branded as impostors."-lTG 2:20:2. 

What, basically, have these soothsayers, humbuggers, impostors, in common? 
Inspiration declares them to be usurpers and dodgers. But usurpers of what? 
And dodgers of whom? Observe carefully: 
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4. ~ " .. , who were tht chief complalners [against Moses, the one who 
then claimed lnspiration]'l-the princes of the nations, the men who were the 
most capable, the very onelil who should have known better [today, the various 
voices in Davidia. mid the Davidian Sanhedrin Executive Councils]. Those 
who could have been the greatest help to Mose!l [tbe then recipient of Inspira~ 
tion] became the biggest hindrance to him .... A:le we, too, seeking office [the 
porteNiodgers (1TG 2:20:0)] by which to exalt self and are we, too, endeavor~ 
ing to usurp th{;l seat ofth~ Spirit ofTruth?"~-lTG 7:9. 10. Cf. General Con~ 
ference Special, p, 33:2 (self-promoters). 

What are the usurpers trying to usurp?-"The seat" of authority-Inspiration, 
the Spirit of Prophecy. 

"The fact that Inspiration takes the pains to tell who [antitypical Zerubbabel] 
is to finish the work is in itself proof that there must be active usurpers of his 
office, as there were of Moses' office/'~1TO 14:22:0. 

What are the usurpers trying to usurp?-Inspiration says the office of anti= 
typical Zembbabel who is to finish the work. 

The Rod makes very clear that in the antitype the office of Zerubbabel is a pro
gressive one, applying (1) in the singula1· to the one who began the work in 
1844 (2SR 280:3); (2) in the singular to the one who subsequently was "to di
rect the work [and who evidently is again to do so] along with all (seven) his 

(lTG 14:21:1); (3) in the singular to "God's servant at a time the 
crowned kings ... are overthrown" (1TG 14:20:4; lTO 10:23:1); (4) in the plu~ 

to builders in the day the Lord shakes the heavens and the earth" 
(1TG 13:6:2); and (5) in the plural to "His servants today."~6 Tr. 19:3. 

The 1844 ~ 1915 occupant of the Zerubbabel office, Sister White, is gone these 
many years. And the 1929 ~ 1955, Brother Houteff, is gone over two decades. 
Yet Inspiration certifies that Zerubbabel is "the one to direct the work along 
with all (seven) his helpers,'' But the dead can neither know nor direct any 
thing. Only the living can know and direct. And whom does Inspiration affirm 
to be the one who is "to direct the work" till the shaking is over? "Hear ye the 
ROD": 

"Up to a certain time God's people do not know the day and the hour, but if 
they continue to receive meat in due season a day will come when this servant is 
goi111g to be Di!ilde aware of that hour, of that day."-H Code 12:8:0, 
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A DEAD MAN CANNOT BE MADE AWARE OF ANYTHING 

"The porter, the one in charge, opens the door [neither can a dead man open a 
door] only to those who have complied with the requirements for admission. 
In other words, the Lord is plainly telling us that no one may dodge the porter's 
inspection [and a dead porter cannot inspect] and forever get by. And yet in 
spite of this warning, and in spite of the fact that to go through the door is 
even easier than to climb over the fence, some choose to take a chance stealing 
their way in-pretending to be in the 'faith,' thus getting into the sheepfold 
and hoping to take over or to get a following. It is, however, not possible to in
duce God's true sheep to follow them for they know the true Shepherd's 
Voice."-lTG 2:19, 20. 

Thus there will be two voices speaking to Davidians~-the voice of self~ 
appointed, soothsaying, impostor, humbugging shepherds and. the voice of the 
porter and the porter-appointed shepherds of, of course, Bashan, the mdy 
propbeticmlly certified pl~ce where the sheepfold and pasture are located (1SR 
243:2). 

"Only those who gain entrance through the Door and to whom 'the porter' 
(the one through whom the Spirit of Prophecy is manifested) open!l [which, 
though possible even through a living "ass" (Num. 22:22-30), is impossible 
through a dead prophet, though he were both a wise man and a saint] are the 
authorized shepherds whose voice God's sheep he!ll'."-lTG 2:20:1. 

Conclusively, therefore, (1) antitypical Zerubbabel who finishes directing "the 
closing work for the church," (2) the porter who is "in charge" and "through 
whom the Spirit of Prophecy is manifested," and (3) the servant who serves 
meat in due season till the day and hour of the Lord's coming to His house, are 
one and the same. He is not the now dead shepherd of Carmel-of old Carmel 
which itself also is dead and gone but, rather, very obviously, the living shep
herd (whoever that may tum out to be) of Bashan which will exalt the Truth 
and discomfit the devil until it shakes off its fruits. 

5. Dodgers: " ... the 'goats' ... those who dodge the porter . .. those who are 
dodging the porter at the 'Door,' ... those who know that their deeds cannot 
stand inspection."-lTO 2:21:1, 2. 

Who are the dodgers desperately trying to dodge?-The porter. Why?-(1) 
Because he occupies the seat of authority, of Inspiration, of the Spirit of Proph~ 
ecy, which they are trying to usurp by their soothsaying, humbugging private 
interpretations of the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy; and (2) because he is 
"in charge" and is directing, which they (3) because he is inspecting and 
must therefore critically inspect then1 and faithfully expose their deeds, the 
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tni.ng which tbey hate most 
a following," they "are constantly 
fault-finding against the ones 
low-se£"vants: Zerubbabel ~nd 
the load."~rro 7:8:3. 

u~~;~.:aull~;;, w<umng "to take over and to 
"'"''~·m,r~i·,. themselves by coutirmal 

S.!U~IJrlitG:ll'(lS--uJte servan.t and fel
that bear the whole burden of 

_ pretent!er:s are, of comse, wolves in sheep's clothing, 
possessed of the satanicruly""i:m;;pired drive to subvert, ~md ravage the 
f1oGk of God's pasture-BI<!.shftn-in their hatl';-war against Bashan Assoda
ti.cm and. porter, They are, d~ciax.es ''the people who hard!v stand 
a chance," ~·2TG 24:25 ::t 

When. D. Adair, th.t'l tJooth.gayt;r of Salem, was in the West Indian i!lland of St. 
y~ar [19'73], he m&de it t:lear to the thex1le~der of one of the groups 

that he hated "Bixuduun" and would do all he could to oppose him. 

confronted the group with this Davidian
he reminded them that ''he that saJth. he is 

_ is in dar/mess evert until r1.ow .. , . he that 
h~t,;:th his brother is in darkness. and walketh in darkness, and knoweth not 
whither go~h. b{;CI!U!Ie that darknes;r hath blinded his eyes." 1 John 2:9, H. 

"If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for l;le that 
loved-1 not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath. 
not s,;en?" 1 John 4:20. 

"Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer 
hath. eternal life abidinJ~;; in him." 1 John 3:15. 

Not a single one of the 
or in defense of 
consenting silence. 

raised his voice to utter one single word in denial, 
Dathan Adair. AU mouths were locked in lu>rmiP<i:f 

Humbugger and hate-monger·-Wt! for the devil! Beware of all 
mumm;;; you out of the saving truth. and your such, Brother, Sister; 

of the Kingdom. 
a chan.ce." 

But notwitbtlltsnding; their 
i:l~SS of committing the sin l.l.ll!)~rdon!!ble. 
them still as C!lri!!t's 

As God does with Utem, we 
rcbel!io:n and war against 'We 

"IS" 

who hardly stand 

them no lin their 
th:em none, But a1> He loves their 



souls and seeks to do aU His power to save them, we are of the same mind, 
heart, and will, toward as they wm quickly realize and never doubt (if 
they do not already kr.1ow for sure), only let them repent of their wicked waro 
fare against the present truth" and the Government of God. 

Soothsaying, humbugging, usurping impostors that they are, bent full-throttle 
upon their misbegotten coJ.use, they can truly be marked. as they must be, as 
such only; nothing else, 

Consequently, herein and until-God grant~repentance redeems them and 
changes their ways and their status, they must, very sorrowfully to us, be repe
titiomdy known 1111d named (however monotonous and distasteful it may be~ 
come) exactly for what they are-soothsaying, h:umbugging, porter~dodging, 
pretending, usurping impostors-the most-to-be~pitied tragic group on earth 
today. (0, mercifui Father, save us from them and them from themselves.) 

"We have reached a time when 
we did in the earlier days, we must 
the work of deception."~2SM 26:L 

are to be cailed by their right name. As 
and, under the Spirit of God, rebuke 

"My meflsage to you is: No longer consent to listen without protest to the per
version truth. UNMASK THE PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES which, if 
received, will lead ... workers to ignore the truth. Every one is now to st1111d on 
his guard."·-1SM 196:4. 

"Call rebellion by itt>' right name and call apostasy by its right name."-Bllen 
G. White, MS 14f:l. 

" ... Meet boldly the dangerous influences that arise. Do not fear for the re
sults of resisting the powers of the enemy."~1SM 169:L 

Accordingly, to aU who will not countenance calling the wicked wicked, but 
will call the wicked righteous and the :righteou~ wicked "woe unto them." 
"Woe unto them that call evil good, 1111d good evil; that put darkness for light, 
and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!" Isa. 
5:20. 

AU such will be still more offended to read further. But those who call all 
things by their right names, read on for a bone-bare expose of pseudo~ Davidian& 
whose porter~dodging, pretending, authority-usurping, humbugging soothsay
ing, wm, unless they repent, humbug themselves and their followers out of the 
crown of life, and right into perdition, 
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who stand a chance" (2TG 24:25:2); 
mind will take the chance with 

-IL11r<u,., ll. If you don't krww their hum is ''the hum of a 
mmns .. ~.'' FeUowship with tbem?~At the risk of your souL Befriend them if 
ever you can?~-.iW'ost """' .. ~'"'"n'J for 

INTE:RPRETATION 

nr;;-;'y',;!;;muu is the target of the por-
who stand a chance) 

among oms1aent · Davidians, None seem over these humbuggers
just over the Bashan Association. significant and ·""''" ,.,r 

one to a:IL It would be well to ask '1""'""'*1""" Is it to me? If it 
as we pro-then you wm 

ceed,. 

Those whi) oppose the B~shan for one reastm or another, 
"'li>'"'"'" it the of its in private interpretation. Is 
the charge warra.nted? Is it true'! The Association. vigorously and categorically 
denies it and cdtics and opposer§ to produce just one 

of' evidential It is purely the "hum of a hum-
bug!'~-rro 2:21:2. 

is the 

"The hill of God is as the hm of Bash.an; an hill as the hill of Bashan. 
Why leap ye, ye hUls? this Is the hill which God desireth to dwell in; yea, 
tlH; Lord '.Vlli dwell in it forever. , . The Lord I will bring ill!lain from 

I wm my ueonle from the of the sea.'' 

To begin it is that we make certain, in order to discover the 
true meaning of these verses, whether must be taken literally or figurative-

whether as or as prophecy. 

Some contend that historical Zion and Bashan constitute the sole com"" 
parison in verse 15. Of course, Zion and Bashan do obviously af

That is self-evident. No less obvious, though, is 

Zion and 
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Bashan of David's day; if it did not project important truth, present truth, for 
David's end-time people, Davidians, in the day when the Lord will dwell 
"forever" in the hill of His desire (Zion restored via Carmel-Zion, Bashan
Zion, Gilead-Zion, the three-phase spiritual Zion, the redeemed of Israel, 
returned [Isa. 35:10; 51:11] to literal, physical Zion, thus, all together, being 
total Zion restored, the hill of God's desire). 

And were the hills in the first sentence of verse 16, "Why leap ye, ye high 
hills?," literal, geographical Zion and Bashan, the animated picture (leaping 
hills!) would fail of even poetic relevance and justification. 

But it is in the clear light of verse 22 that any literal interpretation and applicae 
tion of the symbols break down completely. For the phrases "from Bashan" 
and "from the depths of the sea," are in grammatical apposition as the place 
from which God says He wm bring His people "again.'' 

"Again" imports that He had brought them at least once before "from Bashan" 
or "from the depths of the sea." Once, though, He settled them in their 
respective portions of the Promised Land, He never brought them forth from 
Bashan. How could He have done so when Bashan, along with "half Gilead," 
was the possession only of the half tribe of the children of Manasseh? Josh. 
13:29. And when the other eleven tribes were scattered over the other eleven 
locales of the Promised Land? Think!· 

Tracing the joumeyings of the twelve tribes of Israel has to date brought to 
light only one record of God's ever taking to and then bringing from Bashan 
"His people." Observe that one record in the following passages: 

"Then we turned," declared Moses, "and went up the way to Bashan." Deut. 
3:1, first sentence. "They turned and went up by the way of Bashan." Num. 
21:33, first sentence. 

"Filled with hope and courage, the army of Israel eagerly pressed forward, 
and, still journeying northward [up], they soon reached a country that might 
well test their courage and their faith in God. Before them lay the powerful 
and populous kingdom of Bashan ... "-PP 435:2. 

" ... and Og the king of BashEtn came out against us, he and all his people, to 
battle at Edrei." DeuL 3:1, second sentence. 

There, "Og the king of Bashan went out against them, he, and all his people 
[R.ephaims or giants], to the battle of Edrei. So they smote him, and his sons, 
and aU his people, until there was none left him alive: and they possessed his 
land." Num. 21:33, 35. 
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"Returning to the Jordan from the ~;unt~ut::s the Israelites ... 
encamped beside the 
and Prophets, 438:1; .'::m,.mm; 

Then ''the children of Israel set forward southward] and in 
the plains of Moab on this side [the east side Jordan bv Jericho." Num. 
22:1. 

"The Israelites moved forward , ... .,.,,.,,, and pitched in the 
plains of Moab, on this side VoL 4, 
43:1. 

It is an interesting and curious fact (and may prove to be a very significant one 
as the light of truth that Bashan and Gilead He "this side'' (the east 
side) of Jordan; were COl\HJuered the twelve tribes eros/fed Jordan., 
entered the land of Canaan, and took Jericho, the first fruits of Canaan; and 
were the inheritance and of Jrur (Deut.. 3; and Machir (Josh. 

the sons of Manasseh the son Joseph the son of Jacob by Rachel! 

Coming back :now to the three verses, Psalm 68:15, 16, occasioning the 
foregoing paragraphs, and to the humbugging allegations that the Association 
engages in private interpretation of these scriptures, let it be re-emphasized as 
strongly as possible that the Assodatim1 does not interpret one word, phrase, 
or clause of these three verses, or any others. Rather, it simply applies the 
ROD'S respective of those elements of the verses which need 
interpreting-namely, "hlll," "Bashan," and "sea." The ROD ~stablishes the 
Bible usage of them; the Association that usage as logic demands. 
Observe: 

The ROD shows that "hills" denote or minor movements, etc.'' (lSR 
242:1); that "Bashan" is a symbol "of good spiritual pasture" (lSR 243:2); 
and that "sea," in its signification, is a "symbol of people. "-1SR 
99:5. In this particulru: connection, specifically referring to ''the red 
sea," it therefore "symbolizes Isaiah 63" (See lSR 99:4). And further: "The 
glorious triumph at the Red Sea the victory which is assured to 
every trusting child!'-lSR 100:0. 

The Association appli~s '"the hill of Bashan" t1J the only place it can be ap~ 
plied in the light of tb~ ROD'S interpretation of "hiU" and "Ba!!hw": "hill is 
figurative of s~ct" a.<td of "good ®piritual pastur~"; "hill of 
Buhan, u therefor~;, dtmotes "a sect or minor movement" (hi this imlt!!nce 
minor only in size, in the ulti~te of potential stature, dimensions, magm
tude, wd importance), or Ill. "i.ittl~ tlo:::k/' f112eding in the: "good spiritual pas
ture/' immediately :following th~t of Cm:m.®l, and im.medlat~ly pre
ceding that of on~~d, 
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By the same token of logic, "the hill of Ood." denotes the sect or the movem 
ment of the flock of God, and thufil equates with spiritual Zion, all of which "is 
as"-that i!l, equal with-"the hill of Bashan" or God's usect or movement" 
which feeds upon the "good spiritual pasture" of Bashan. Thus the prophetic 
"hill of God" and the prophetic hill of Bashan are equivalents of spiritual 
Zion feeding in ROD pasture No. l, since Bashan follows Carmel, ROD pas~ 
ture No.1. 

It necessarily follows, therefore, that prophetic Carmel was spiritual Zion feed
ing in ROD pasture No. 1, and that prophetic Gilead is spiritual Zion restored 
to literal Zion, ami hence total Zion feeding in ROD pasture No. 3. 

We come now to the analysis of verse 16: 

L "An high hill": "High" signifies that hill, though a small organization, is 
an elevated one. 

2. "As the hill of .Bashan": In the light of the facts herein s~t forth, "Bashan" 
in this phrase is seen to be, not the historical, literal land of Og, possessed as 
an inheritance by the half tribe of Manasseh but., rather, the prophetic, spiritu
al hill and grazing grounds of God's people in the time when He is to bring 
them again from Egypt and the Red Sea. 

3. "Why leap ye, ye high hills?": In context, the question reveals that the 
"high hills"-"sects" or "movements" that are not God's hill but are pro
fessing to be-are leaping for recognition as God's hill. 

4. "This is the hill": "This," both grammatically and logically, can have as its 
antecedent only the phrases, "the hill of God," "the high hill," "as the hill of 
Bashan." 

S. "Which God desireth to dwell in forever": Since antitypical Basban, ROD 
pasture No, 2, produces the spiritual Zion "which God desireth to dwell in ... 
forever,'' it is necessarily therefm·e the hill of God in the final pre~ Palestine pe~ 
riod. 

Connected with verses 15 ami 16, verse 22 conclusively proves that the Bashan 
of this present-truth prophecy is figurative of the "victory" "place" (1SR 
243:2) where God's people are going to be when He delivers them "again" 
from the depths of the sea-from antitypical Egypt and the antitypical Red 
Sea-Isaiah 63 (1SR 99:4). 

This is identical with His setting "His hand again the second time to recover 
[bring again, deliver, save] the remnant of His people, which shall be left, 
from Assyria, and from Egypt, and from P.athros, and from Cush, and from 
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Elam, and from Shinar, and from Hamath, and from the islands of the sea 
[Isa. H:U]o''-lSR (P.E.) 53:40 

That is, from wherever they have been God is going to recover them. 
So it very simply and inexorably folJows that Bashan has to be figurative of 
God's second and last "good spiritual pasture" in the final period before He 
ushers in His Kingdom in the land of om: fathers; He takes His remnant 
people, the 144,000, His "little " "the flock of His heritage," out of the 
countries where they are now scattered. 

As Bashan feeds them and heals them with the ROD of "the balm of 
Gilead," wherever they are in the world-"the depths of the sea," thus it is 
that when God britlgi!l them "again" from He thern from wher
ever the work of Bashan has extended; from wherever, ''world over,'' the food 
from Bashan, the balm of Gilead, produced ami at Carmel, and 
bound up at Ba!lhan, has been carried by God's fishers (the ROD pubUca-
tions-lTG l) !:md God's "hunte:n'l" ROD teachers, the Bashan 
D.S.D,A. worke:rs--1TG 9::5:1; n Jezreel No. 3, p, 2:5; No.2, p. 
4:5; No.9, p. 3:1, 

Very simply and when He 
the of the se:!!l.," at the passover (Isa. 
bi'ings them from Bashan wherever, the "world over," it nas ex-
tended its spiritual domain. it is that the ROD declares "only the 
righteous from the four comer~ of the earth [that "from the depths of the 
sea"~from Basha:n's domain] "will have a part in the forthcoming antitypical 
Exodus" (1SR, P.E., "from Barohan, ... front the of the sea.''' 

Then, with the 
which they got from 
into Gilead" (Jer. 46:1 
figurative Bashan, ''the 
the healing balm to 

Eden lost to Eden restored) 
the htmters from will ''go up 

the Kingdom restored, front wherever they are in 
of the sea," the "world over," and thence take 
for her if so be she may be healed!' Ps. 

68:22; Jer, 51:8: Rev. 18:4. 

It would hardly be realistic to expect the eilemy of this glorious truth, who has 
divided Davidians confused and troubled over it, not to do all in his power to 
compound their confusion with dissident views on the subject. To this: end he 
has humbugged one group with the deception Br.shan is literal, historical 
Bashan in Palestineo Another group, he has humbugged with the deception 
that Bashan is spirituaJ.--~figurative of the S.D.A. denomination. Still another 
group, he has humbugged with the deception that Bashan is figurative of anti~ 
typical Samaria-Christendom or spiritual Babylon-whence come the ten 
tribes during the Loud Cry. A11other group humbugged with the deception 
that Bashan, along with Gilead, is figurative of the even though 
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Bashan shakes off its fruits 
not! 

33:9), whereas Gilead, the Kingdom, does 

And his l~test and most militant group, he has humbugged with the deception 
that Bashan has cast off its fruits and has been succeeded bv Gilead! 

Just prayerfully listen closely, Brother, Sister, and you can always detect the 
"hum of a humbug." They are humming all over the Davidian world. Be on 
the alert not to be humbugged to death by them. 

One of the satanically inspin~d, porter-dodging, hum. bugging, soothsaying, In~ 
spiration~usurping, private interpretations is as delusive and deadly as the 
next. How ironical when so rational, so cle(!Jr, so simple, so certain, and so 
reassuring, amid these far-fetched, twisted I:Uld contorted ideas, is the obvious 
truth that Bash::m is ROD pasture No. 2, following Carmel, ROD pasture No. 
1, and preceding and leading into Gilead, ROD pasture No.3. There is the es~ 
t;ence of the natural, the SIMPLE, the CERTAIN. 

By glaring contrast, how desperately 'l.minspired, unillumin~ted, humbugging 
minds strain and sweat to obfuscate the cle*ltr, complicate the simple, make difs 
ficult the easy, and darken the light snd vice versa! 

Surely now, as never before, we should understand Inspiration's message in 
the following contrasting statements: 

L "The message it [the ROD] bears, being taught by symbols and types illuss 
trated on charts, becomes simple, and all who are searching for truth with in~ 
tention to fit themsehres for the heavenly gamer, can easily comprehend it."-
2S:R 9: L And, "His truth is so simple that though they be fools they need not 
err therein (!sa. 35:8)."-11 Code 7:22:0. 

2. " ... the Truth will become deeper and deeper until finally the wicked [the 
humbugging, soothsaying, porter-dodging opposers of living Inspiration] will 
not be able to comprehend It."~H Code 6 &; 7:18:2. 

Brethren, let us now leave our minds thinking upon these solemn words: "Those 
who fail to keep pace with the Truth as Inspiration unfolds It, can never, of 
course, come to 'the unity of the faith,' and to a full 'knowledge of the Son of 
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of 
Christ.' Such wm forever be 'children, tossed to ~md fro, and carried about 
with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men ... ' Eph. 4:13, 14."-lTO 
51:8:1. 

Eternal loss I 

What a price to pay for taking a chance with the humbugging soothsayers-with 
those "who hardly stand a chance," and for cm.1sequently uniting with the en= 
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emy against Bashan. 

Too sad and tragic for words. 

DAVIDIAN SOOTHSAYERS AND THElR PSEUDO-SOOTHS 

In 1854, the servant of the Lord laid down paramount guide lines for the safety 
and prosperity of the remnant t1ock. "I saw," she wrote, "that the saints must 
get a thorough understanding of present truth, which they will be obliged to 
maintain from the Scriptures . ... Our minds must not be taken up with things 
around us, but must be occupied with the present troth and a preparation to 
give a reason of our hope with meekness and fear. We must seek wisdom from 
on high that we may stand in this day of error and delusion. 

"We must examine well the foundation of our hope, for we shall have to give q 

rea.son for it from the Scriptures."~-EW 88:1. 

Corroborating this course, the Scriptures declare: ''To the law and to the 
testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no 
light in them." Isa. 8:20. 

"Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and they are 
they which testify of me!' John 5:39. 

Setting forth present truth for us at this time, the Bible (the law) and the Spirit 
of Prophecy (the testimony) in unison declare: 

''Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that entereth not by the door into the sheep
fold, but climbeth up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber." John 
10:1. 

"Do you want to get into the 'sheepfold'? If you do, you must get in through 
the 'Door.' If you gain entrance in some other way, eventually you wm be cast 
out into outer darkness, there to gnash your teeth. From these alternatives we 
all must make our choice."-1TG 2:19:2. 

Who is the Door? And how does It open? 

" 'But he that ~ntereth in by the door is the shepherd of the sheep, " John 
10:2. In vers~e 9 Christ s!lld, 'I ll!m the Door,' [That is Who the DOOR is.] Con
meet verse 9 with verse 2, and you will see that those who enter in through the 
Lord's way are the only ones whom He acknowledges as shepherds of His 
flock. The ·Lord, therefore, implies that there are unauthorized shepherds herd
ing His sheep. 
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''To him the porter openeth; and the sheep hear his voice: and He calleth His 
own sheep by name, and leadeth them out." John 10:3. 

"The porter, the one in charge, opens the door [that is how the DOOR opens] 
only to those who have complied with the requirements for admission, In other 
words, the Lord i!:; plainly telling us that no one may dodge the porter's inspec
tion and forever get And yet in spite of this warning, and in spite of the 
fact that to go through the door is even easier than to climb over the fence, 
some choose to take a chance stealing their way in-pretending to be in the 
'faith,' thus getting into the sheepfold and hoping to take over or to get a 
following. It is, however, not possible to induce God's true sheep to follow 
them, for they know the true Shepherd's Voice, 

"Only those who gain entrance through the Door and to whom 'the porter' 
(the one through whom the Spirit of Prophecy is manifested) opens are the 
authorized shepherds whose voices God's sheep hear. All such shepherds call 
the sheep by name: They are well acquainted with their flocks because they are 
intensely interested in them, and they carefully lead them in and out. 

"Here the student of present Truth will note that by this illustration Christ 
points out that the only shepherds that He recognizes as His are those to whom 
the 'porter' opens the Door and invites· in. The student will also note that all 
others are branded as impostors. And the sheep that hear the false shepherd's 
voice, He declares, are not His sheep. 

" 'And when he putteth forth his own §beep, he goeth before them, and the 
sheep follow him: for they know his voice.' John 10:4. 

"Since His sheep know not faces, but know voices, then those who pay atten
tion to faces [personalities] and who cannot differentiate between voice [Truth] 
and voice [error] are sure to be misled by self-appointed shepherds. But those 
who give heed only to the Voice, the Voice of Truth, are gently led in for 
shelter and out for green pastures. God's people are not bothered with faces, 
but they do give earnest heed to God-appointed voices uttering Truth. 

" 'And a stranger will they not follow, but will flee from him: for they know 
not the voice of strangers .... All that ever came before Me are thieves and 
robbers: but the sheep did not hear them .... The thief cometh not, but for to 
steal, and to kill, and to destroy: I am come that they might have life, and that 
they might have it more abundantly.' John 10:5, 8, 10. 

"God's sheep are thus carefully led in and out, both to shelter and to 'meat in 
due season, • to present Truth. The 'goats,' though, those who dodge the 
porter while entering, must, of course, do so while coming out, too. Conse~ 
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quently, they cannot be led by God's appointed shepherds. Let us turn to John 
14 and read but one verse. 

" 'Jesus saith unto him. I run the Way, the Truth, and the Life: no man cometh 
unto the Father, but by Me.' John 14:6!'~1TG 2:19°0 21. 

"From this we see that Jesus is the: only way to the Kingdom. The idea, then, 
that there are many ways whereas there is but one Jesus, and that they all lead 
to the Kingdom Eternal, is only a 'hum of a humbug' that unsanctified hearts 
like to listen to. They are of those who are dodging the porter at the 'Door,' of 
those who km:m that their deeds cannot stand inspection."-1TO 2:21:2. 

"As there b; but one right Way and but one Door, and as all Christians do not 
see alike m1d do not walk together, could it be that we are ALL wrong? ALL go
ing in a wrong dir~ction?~No, that could never be as long ~.s the Lord does 
not forsake the earth. Indeed not, for He must have a people [an Association] 
in whom to ccmJ1de His Truth and by whom to save those who choose to go 
His way. So, those who choose to go some other way will in the end discover 
that the Devil, not the Lord, is behind them, and that hell, not the Kingdom, is 
ahead ofthem."-Id., p. 22:1. (Capitals are for Rod emphases.) 

" ... the qualifications which a shepherd must have in order to pass the porter's 
inspection" (1TG 2:22:2) must be well understood by the porter in order for 
him to pass inspection on them. 

These words of Scripture a11d Spirit of Prophecy present one of Inspiration's 
most consequential present~truth pictures for us today. They establish several 
vitally important facts: 

1. "The Sheepfold" is figurative of the Kingdom-Church (lTG 2:20:0) both 
before and in the Kingdom. 

2. "The DOOR" symbolizes Christ. 

3. "The porter" is figurative of "the one through whom the Spirit of Proph
ecy is manifested.''-Id., 20:L 

4. The porter opens the Door of the fold and lets the sheep in. 

S. The porter is letting the sheep through the Door to feast upon "meat in due 
season"-"the very -----~• ·~·-A1>' " 

6. "The Shepherds of His flock" represent the ministers "appointed" and 
"authorized" (Id., pp. 19-21) by God through His porter (Id., pp, 20:1; 21:1). 
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.. ~ ··- ~"'"'"'~:)"'' ""'k''""""'" ""i'v;,•v•:> - IUJi~uutunzc::u, · -·seu-appolntea, 
humbugging shepherds" (!d., pp. 19-21)~"thieves and robbers" who are try
ing to "get a following" and "to take over." 

8. "Pastures" symbolize places of good "spiritual food" (Ezek. 34:14, 18; 
lSR 243:2), of "meat in due season" (1TG 2:21:1), of "present truth" (12 Code 
12:22:0) "especially adapted to meet their needs for the time" (16 Tr. 57:0 
New Edition)~for today, not yesterday. 

To have a clear understanding of the !ippUcation of these present-truth sym
bols, it is necessary to understand that the objects they project have to be ex
tant during the duration of the parable's application-that is, during the peri
od it is present truth. Hence the "DOOR" (Christ), "the sheepfold" (the 
church), "the porter" (the agent of Imrpiration-the Spirit of Prophecy), "the 
meat in due season" ("the very present truth"), "the shepherds" ("the au
thorized" leaders), "the stranger" ("the unauthorized" leaders), "the sheep" 
(both the true and the untrue Church memben), "the pastures" (the places of 
present truth)-aU have to be existing, contemporary entities. 

The Door (Christ) exists. But the fold (General Association of Davidian Sev
enth-day Adventists), the pasture (Carmel), and the porter (V.T. Houteff), all 
in existence when the study was given, August 10, 1946, are non-existent now. 
Utterly impossible is it, therefore, for the parable to be of any redemptive 
prophetic truth ("present truth"-"meat in due season") to us at this most 
critical of all times, unless at the living Door (Christ) is a living porter (suc
ceeding Brother Houteff, the deceased porter), appointing and authorizing liv
ing shepherds to lead the living sheep unto living shelter [the sheepfold or As
sociation] and out to living pasture ("meat in due season" -"the very present 
truth"), and to keep out living "impostors" ("unauthorized shepherds") who 
are "pretending to be in the faith" and who are "thus trying to get into the 
sheepfold [Association] and to take over or to get a [living] following." 

The "Door" is symbolical of a literal, living person-Christ. The "sheep" are 
symbolical of those who constitute the literal, living flock or subjects of the 
Kingdom. The "porter" is symbolical of the literal, living "one through whom 
the Spirit of Prophecy is manifested." The "fold" or "shelter" is symbolical 
of the literal, living Association of present-truth believers. Hence by absolute 
parity of reasoning, the "pasture" must likewhJe be symbolical. And what else 
could it symbolize but the literal, living place of "very present truth," where a 
literal, living porter opens the DOOR of a literal, extant sheepfold to literal, 
living sheep, and authorizes literal, shepherds to lead the living sheep in 
for shelter and out for pasture-"meat in due season."? 

The parable calls for an the objects involved-DOOR, FOLD-SHELTER, 
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PORTER, SHEEP, STRANGER, PASTURE-all to be ex
tant, in literal, contemporary connection. The moment one one oh-

of the parable breaks that moment the entire parable breaks down 
and becomes meaningless. So if when Brother Houteff passed away, no one 
succeeded him as the porter at the DOOR; if when the General Association 
became defunct, no Constitutionally denominated Davidian Association suc-
ceeded it as the fold; and if when Carmel shook off its fruits products), no 
other place propheticaHy denominated i'll.Hx:eeded it as the (place of 
present truth); then it foUows inexorably that from 195:5 to Kingdom come, 
there will have been no to open the DOOR, nor to appoint and authorize 

hence no shepherds to have led and fed the sheep; no pasture on 
which to have fed them; no fold in which to have sheltered them; and hence 
there wm have been a disjum:t, vain, useless, unredemptive DOOR, without 

without pasture, without porter, and hence lost 

This is the grotesque heresy of the "the stranger" -those "self-appointed," 
"unauthorhed" shepherds, those humbugging impostors-who would have a 
dead porter (V.T.H.) at a DOOR (Christ) to a defunct fold (the 
General Association) and a non-existent pasture (Carmel)! What a legacy! 
What a fraud! 

"Go to the 'DOOR,' and ten Him your needs and your trials" (1 TO 2:29:3), 
Inspiration gently admonishes. Mark well that the admonition is not--"Go to 
the 'porter' " but, rather~"Go to the 'DOOR. " 

beyond any honest doubt and que;;;tion, is monolithically established the 
already overwhelmingly evident fact that the porter is not Christ (the DOOR) 
but is His servant in charge of His sheepfold operations just to His 
gathering His "other sheep ... [the multitude] not of this fold." John 
10:16. 

Christ lets into the fold, His Association, through Himself, the living DOOR, 
only those whom the porter-appointed shepherds bring to the DOOR
appointed porter, and who pass his "inspection" (lTG 2:20:0). The living 
DOOR can not be opened or closed by a dead porter. Only living shepherds 
can bring living sheep to the DOOR, that they may be inspected and let 
in by a living" 'porter' (the one through whorn the Spirit of Prophecy is mani

"-lTG 2:20:1. 

Probably no other presently mooted doctrinal question among Davidians more 
sharply points up the truth that without a living porter with living Inspiration 
(the livin.g Spirit of Prophecy, though not now manifest through the inter-
pretative faculty rather, through the teaching faculty-lTG 29: 
there can be no "verv present truth," no map," no light iUumi-
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na.ting the way, no "success in any revival and reformation" (1TG 10:27:2), 
no escape from the humbugging, soothsaying impostors, and hence no hope 
for wayfarers" 

The "more sure Word of Prophecy" declares that Carmel shakes off its fruits 
and withers; that following Carmel, Bashan is a "good spiritual pasture" 
before it, too, shakes off its fruits; and that there is a living porter to authorize 
living shepherds to lead living sheep into the shelter of a living fold and out in
to the living, progressive pasture of present tmth, 

When will unauthorized Davidian shepherds-hmnbugger:~, soothsayers, im
postors-cease trying to twist the law and the testimony to support their own 
inclinations and ideas, and take Inspiration's Words just as they read? Tragical
ly, NEVER! 

So, Brother, Sister Davidian, if you will not take over the total responsibility 
for your own salvation, and cease letting these humbugging "soothsayers" 
and impostors (1TG 29:12:3) think and speak for you by filling you with 
Satan's propaganda, prejudice, and hatred of Bashan's pasture and porter and 
fold, all of which is leading you in the way of their deceptions and distemper, 
then their certain fate must be your certain fate, too. They are not seeking to 
"let"-ailow-the flock of Carmel now to feed em the ROD at Bashan, in 
"the hill of God ... the hill which God desireth to dwell in." Ps. 68:15, 16. 
Rather, they are seeking to new-model the ROD by telling you either that 
Bashan is past or not at all or, even worse, that Carmel figuratively designates, 
not just the literal place called Carmel (Mt. Carmel Center, Waco, Texas) but, 
any place where the flock feeds on Mt. Carmel's teaching! Or still worse, if 
possible, that Carmel is in three parts! 

Not in one page, paragraph, sentence, line, or word of its message does the 
ROD contain or in any way support any such teaching-not in one jot or tittle 
of any word in all its writings does it contain even the faintest implication or 
intimation of such" And never, either, did Brother Houteff once teach or in
timate such in public or private" Nor did any accredited representative of 
Carmel ever teach such, Those who are now agitating those far-fetched teach
ings, in order to dodge the living porter at the DOOR of the living pasture at 
Bashan, are both adding to and subtracting from the ROD and the Bible. They 
are not heeding the ROD! They are not getting such from the golden Bowl" 
Where are they getting it from? Right from their own head bowls! 

Neither are they getting from the golden Bowl the report that Brother Houteff 
told a Davidian worker, now deceased, either that Carmel would go on to or 
that Ba.shan would be at Salem, South Carolina" Brother Houteff never told 
any one, now dead or living, any such thing. He knew nothing about Bashan 
beyond what he wrote. And as did Sister White, he warned all to accept noth-
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but what is published. Hear their cmnbined testimony: 

Sistll:lr Whit~: "And now to aU who have a desire for truth I would say, Do 
not give credence to UNAUTHENTICATED REPORTS as to what Sister 
White has done or said or written. If you desire to know what the Lord has 
revealed through her, read her published works. there any points of inw 
terest concerning which she has not do not eagerly catch up and report 
rumors as to what she has said!'~ST 696:L 

Brotli!l!r Houteff~ 1. ", . . Find your explanation,<; 'i.n the Bowl,' and you wm 
have no trouble in knowing the truth, or of avoiding the ever-read_v trap of 
deception. Thus the difficulty of l.mowin$;i; the difference between truth and er
ror is eliminated/'-2SR 2§9:0. 

2. " , .. that which is not w:dtten there [in the writings of the Spirit of Proph
ecy], is of no value ... "~Id. 

3. "It is imperative ... that every Present~tmth believer teach and practice only 
Present Tmth--teach not short nor beyond what is published."-4 Ans. 
69:1. 

For any who profess to stand upon the principles enunciated in the afore
quoted passages, and who quote them at every opportunity (and none profess 
them more nor quote them more often than do the Adair Salemites, unless it 
be Yucaipa's Blum followers), it is indeed ironical to ignore them completely 
in accepting and propagating the apocryphal words attributed to Brother 
Houteff, Especially when they know full well that they do so in the desperate 
effort to eliminate Bashan as ROD pasture No. 2, and thus to automatically 
eliminate any Scriptural and moral compulsion to identify themselves with the 
Bashan Association which is anathema to them purely because of their in
grained, deep~seated, irrational, destructive Christless prejudice and hostility 
toward Brother Bingham (to which, incidentally, Brother Bingham is utterly 
impervious, but which is destroying themselves). 

What is published is the assurance that there must be in our midst (l) the 
abiding Voice of Inspiration~the living voice of the Spirit of Prophecy, the 
Holy Spirit (2TG 20:24:2; 24:23:2; 16:22:2; 34:20:4), manifest no longer 
through the mode and faculty of interpretation but, rather, now through. the 
mode andjaculty of teaching (1TG 29:12:3); (2) the bound-up testimony (2TG 
41:21:3); (3) the living porter (1TG 2:19, who has the living Spirit of 
Prophecy (in the m~nifestation of the teaching mode and faculty); (4) the 
green pasture of Bashan (Mic, 7:14; lSR 243:2); (5) Padan-aram in Texas (12 
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Code 5:18:1); (6) Laban, Padan-aram's householder, chasing Jacob for trou
ble (12 Code 5:19:0); (7) Leah-the true, the legal, church (Seventh-day Ad
ventist); Rachel, the untrue (lSR 62:1); (8) Inspiration's drawing the golden oil 
out of the golden bowl of the ROD publications (1TG 14:19-22), through the 
seven tubes (the Inspired teachers), from the bowl to the lamps of the Sanc
tuary; (9) trouble among ourselves (Jacobs and Jacobites) "on the way [home] 
and ahead" (12 Code 5:19:1); (10) the continuing presence of the chariot 
(1 Tr. 35:2 O.K; 38:0 N.E.); and finally, what is published is the assurance 
that (11) the Lord has the reins in His own hands (1TG 5:20:4; 45:16:0; 
10:27:1), is establishing His theocracy, and will purge out the rebels (Ezek. 
20:37, 38). 

The only places that the Bible affirms the ROD will feed the flock in, other 
than first at Carmel, are second at Bashan and third and finally at Gilead. All 
the devils in hell and aU the humbugging, soothsaying impostors in Davidia 
will never succeed in shouting down the voice of this divine truth. May the 
foolish cease trying, and become men of wisdom to hear and feed on and pass 
under the ROD in the hill of God, which is as the hill of Bashan, while the 
voice of Mercy still pleads, lest they fail to be brought "into the bond of the 
covenant" and, in consequence, be purged out as "rebels." 

Right here, whoever you are, ask yourself the unpalatable but salutary ques
tions: Now that Carmel is gone, what would I do, were I the devil, either to 
blind and deceive or to confuse and confound Davidians concerning the 
prophetic identity of Bashan and Gilead (Mic. 7:14)? How would I go about 
scrambling up the waymark:s at the crossroads in Davidia (said crossroads re
sulting from the treacherous dissolution and liquidation of Carmel and the 
consequent rape of Davidia), so as to tum the unwary and undiscerning (the 
1.minspired-l Ans. 54:2) out of the way of truth and life and into "a way that 
seemeth right unto a man, but the end [of which] are the ways of death"? 
Prov, Hi:25. 

With scarce need of thought, you would answer that you would inspire one of 
your personable and willing children to tum the sign, BASHAN, No.2, right 
around, pointing back to Laodicea; and that you would carefully, even 
elaborately, remake it, No. 1; then change Carmel from No. 1 to No. 2; and 
finally, point Gilead, No.3, to Texas (either Waco or Kermit), or to Bramalea, 
Ontario, Canada, or anywhere else but to the right place-the Kingdom when 
it is set up in Palestine . 

. Then in an effort to fool others who did not get caught by that previous 
mischief, you would select one of your most nimble~witted captives, and im~ 
pregnate (inspire) his imagination with your ingenious three~part-Carmel 
theory, and thereby have in thus trisecting Carmel, point one-third of the 
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sign back to Los Angeles, California, one-third at Waco, Texas, and one-third 
to Salem, South Carolina; and point the other signs in whichever way best 
suited your purpose. 

With these most important prophetic waymarks for the vanguard and the 
144,000 (The Leviticus, p. 3) thus completely disarranged so as to falsify the 
way and lead unwary feet astray, you would have taken the most effectually 
deceptive step possible toward achieving your wicked end of deceiving and 
destroying Davidians. 

Exactly this is what the devil has done. Since Inspiration ten years ago opened 
up from the Rod the truth and the identity of Bashan and Gilead, he has been 
relentlessly at work through his children of disobedience and darkness to foist 
off on divided Davidia first one, then another, tampered, twisted, truthless, 
treacherous waymark. 

He caught (1) a few with the sickly sophistry that Carmel is not really just one 
literal place after all, but rather is only figurative of any place where the 
Davidian Association is headquartered and whence the publications of the 
Rod are sent forth; (2) a few others in his next snare-his Carmel-trisection 
theory; and (3) still a few more with the apocryphal report that Brother 
Houteff told a certain brother who told another who told others who now have 
told the world (published the report) that after Carmel the headquarters would 
be at Salem, South Carolina! 

Anyone who was closely associated with and knew the 1mderstanding and 
thinking of Brother Houteff on such concerns in general and on this concern in 
particular, knows for an absolute certainty that he not only never intended but 
never dreamed that anyone would try to distill anything he said into any such 
heady drink. Such a notion is utterly fallacious and hl contrary to everything he 
understood, taught and wrote. 

Also anyone who really knew Brother Houteff and his characteristic propensi
ty for not slamming the door shut on generous, magnanimous, well-meaning 
impulses and suggestions, but rather for benignly smiling possibility to them, 
will understand and ~ppreciate Brother Nation's suggestion for what it was, 
and will not in the desperation of self-interest try to inflate it into an Inspired 
foresight and guideline, as the Adair-Salemites now attest that Brother Nation 
tried to do and as they are trying to outdo him in doing. Those who knew 
Brother Houteff best, far more intimately than did either Brother Nation or 
Sister C. T, Smith, and who thus were occasional :recipients of his insights and 
confidences, know positively that he never actually envisioned Salem as a third 
and final ROD pasture for the flock this side of Palestine; and that he never 
solemnly, seriously made the statement that both groups, the Adair and the 
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Smith Salem.ites now clmm he made because th~y need to believe he made it! 
H~ could not have made it fo1· the simple, inviolable reasons that he could not 
have made it and still have believ~d. written, and taught as he did-(1) that we 
were "to remain" at "Mt. Carmel Center" until .. the city" Is conquered (1SR 
75:3, P.E.); and (2) that we were to go to Palestine from "antitypical Padan
aram .. Jn Texas" (12 Code 5:18:1)-which turned out to be Sister Houteff's 
New CarmeL 

Salem, South Carolina, or m1y other location for that matter. hu no place in 
the prophetic picture anywhere between Carmel and BW~han or between Buhm 
and Gilead. 

So ld the upstart fiction be dispatched instantly and permanently to nihil. And 
nevermore forget what Inspiration emphatically affirms through Sister Whit@ll 
and no less emphatically reaffirms through Brother Houteff in the aforequoted 
statements (p, 19) of guiding principle. 

But since the Salemites do not accept several ROD teachings, most notably 
that on the Jacob typology, that on Carmel, Bashan, and Gilead (lSR 243:2), 
that on the binding-up of the testimony (1 TG 41:21 :3), and that on the porter 
and the servant (1TG 2:19-21; H Code 12:8:0), they are blind likewise to the 
kindred truth that the flock, scattered from Carmel in consequence of the 
shepherd's being smitten and of Carmel's thus shaking off its fruits, must be 
gathered to be fed by the ROD from the pasture of Bashan until the purifica
tion of the church, when Bashan then shakes off its fruits, and the 144,000 
Bashanites "take balm" (the total truth in the ROD) and "go up into Gileadu 
(Jer. 46:1 the final fold and pasture, the final ROD feeding ground for the 
"little flock" (Luke 12:32)-the Kingdom of God. 

Adverting to Point No. 1 page 21:3, we must pause long enough to see the 
stultifying absurdity of the sophistry and then to dispatch it also permanently 
to the side of Point No, 3 (the apocryphal fiction dealt with in the precedi!li' 
page). 

The writings of the ROD which deal with Carmel, state or show or imply, in
variably without exception, that Carmel is the prophetic projection of one 
literal place where the Chariot of the Lord was based and from where the 
Voice of the Lord-His ROD~so1mded forth present truth, served meat in 
due season, by which His flock was fed. 

Sister Houteff humbugged all Davidia in her misconceived effort to try to 
make it a second place-new-Carmel-in replacement of Mt. Carmel. The 
present new-Carmel humbugger is trying to do likewise. And the humbugging 
Adair-Salem apostasy, in the effort to escape the scriptural and moral com.m 
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pulsion to close down their unscdptund ~m.d uncon~titutionru association and 
to identify themselves with God's B!Mihan-Leah Vanguard, are trying to do the 
same a!l.the others, o:r even go them one bettei.·, This they are doing by sph'itu
alizing Carmel to ~pply first to Los Angeles, California, second to old Carmel, 
Waco, Tex~s, ~md third, to Salem, South C~..roUna. they are humbugging 
Davidia thrq:e times ~!! a£ is th~ Sh~-!r.inah oracle of newmCarmel. 

The latter extends Carmei, &is did Sist~r Houteff, o:nly to her (Sister Houteff's) 
illegitimate n~ri.v~C~.rmel which, after her sell out, the l:mm.ch, now She~ldn!lh, 
people p:r~-empted and thereupon illegally squatted for years, misrepresenting 
it as CarmeL And they stoutly s~ek to mruntain this r;purious representation in 
spite of the Bibl.e's dear and certain testimony that Carmel shakes off its fruits 
(its products) and w~thers~disappeart~l Inescapably, therefore, they have 
nrlught but their illegitimate, bogus Carmel, the devll's chumm~rv for them~ 
selve~ and their brmu;:h chums, 

How painfully clear and cert~tin 1t is as to just what these several humbugging 
op~rators giv~ you. To t·ecapitul~te: (1) The Roden group (both past ru1d pres~ 
erit) gives you both non~ROD and !UltimROD lmmbug from the bogus branch 
and Sh~4dn8h. (2) The; Sru~m.ites give you fiction, attributed to the dead 
(V.T.H.); and now [1974], first, the trisection of Cilirmel, second, the Adairize 
ing Ezekiel 47:1 and Zechariah and third, the Adair flying saucers 
(and they are something!); md wm give you, next yetu, God only knows what 
huml:mggery~rutd rul of it right out of the Adrur head bowl. (3) The Yucaipa 
Rachelites give you their b:nm.d of anti-Baslumism along with stagnation at the 
tomb of the dead prophet; (4) The Johnson~Olsen Calendar-Research associ
ates give you !i. sophistic melange of manipulated geneology, typology, chro
ttoiogy ood thue~setth1g from their hybrid branch, (S) The Kyte, Sweder, and 
other dissidents take awrJ.y everything and give you nothing of "very~present 
truth9 " but, instead, give you variegat<l':d non~ROD and !lnti~ROD soothsaying 
from their own Wi'redy, mentsl gardens. The Jordan apostate Bashanites 
give you a lethal mishmash that would destroy even the demonized swine of 
Oadara. (7) God's Assod~tion, His Bashan-Leah vru1guard, gives you the solQ 
id, immovable Inspired ~ruth from the Bible and the ROD. 

Take your choice, Brother, Sist..::r, but be sure you know the consequence of 
feeding on fiction !.UAd falsehood. Hence make certain that you know which of 
the six above is of genuine, not counterfeit, Inspiration, and that whichever 
settled choice you make, you will have to live with it both now and in the judg~ 
ment-and forever beyond. 

Although the devil caught a few with th11:: humbug of (1), a few others with the 
first fiction of (2), another few with the litany of (3), stili another few with the 
sophistry of (4), afew more with the horrible scientology mishmash of (6), and 
a few even with the vacuity of he is specially agitating the 11econd fiction of 
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(2)~his ingenious trisection of C~rmel, whereby he is boldly giving the 
"Carmel," "Bashan," and "Gilead" waymarks another and still more treach
erous twisting and tampering in his diabolically cmel effort to mislead and 
captivate still other ;msceptible Davidians, 

And, then, further to compound confusion, the Cal.endar-Research misalign
ment first numbers Bashan as No. 1, making it figuratively the seat of Laodicem! 
Then it misnumbers Carmel as No.2, although, rightly, making it literally 
seat of Davidia. Finally it rightly numbers Gilead as No, 3, but wrongly points 
it to Kermit in West Texas by making Kermit figuratively the seat of what 
call the "Creation Calendar-Research Association." 

In an the Johnson-Olsen Calendar enthusiasts simply steal their former 
mentor's (the branch man's) thunder, While the Roden group apply Gilead to 
their bogus branch and their illegitimate new-Carmel, The Johnson-Olsen 
group apply it to their hybrid branch (alias Isaac-bnmch)-their "Creation 
Calendar-Research Association" and their West Texas establishment,. 

Be not humbugged by the humbuggers. Gilead is figurative of the Kingdom in 
Palestine, of nothing this side of Palestine; indeed of ~lse anywhere 
else. 

It is of utmost importance to see and to assimilate the weighty significance of 
the following additional facts: 

1. Bashan Biblically, the second three good spiritual pastures where the 
ROIJ feeds the flock (lSR 243:2)o 

2. The ROD did not come until1929 and therefore could not have fed the flock 
from Laodicea, as it necessarily would have had to do and as it presently 
would stm have to be doing if Laodicea were Bashan both before and since 
1929. 

3, If the pasture of Bashan represents the Seventh-day Adventist denomination 
(Laodicea), then God either lied or impotently failed to make good His word 
that the ROD was to feed the flock in Bashan. Read and say amen to Romans 
3:4. 

4. And of equal if not stili greater importance is the simple consideration that 
if the Seventh-day Adventist denomination (Laodicea) were prophetic Bashan, 
where the flock of God's heritage was to feed on the ROD, then who necessari
ly would have had to be the first one to know and reveal it-Sister White or the 
Rodens and/or the West Texas neither of whom believe the ROD 
100%? 

5. And what is still rnore self-evident, if possible, is that the Denomination 
would hav1~ had to and to still be proclaiming the ROD! 
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6. Furthermore, to apply Bashan. to Laodicea, the S.DoA. Church, necessarily 
makes mandatory Sister White's having borne the ROD message to the church 
for many before it came in 1929! 

7. And that in tum would have made Sister White's work the producing of the 
ROD testimony (Isa. 8:16; 2TG 41:21:3), which she did not do, and Brother 
Houteff's work the binding-up of It, which he did not do, instead of the pro
ducing of It which, as all know, he alone did. 

So Furthermore, had Sister White's work been that of letting the flock feed in 
the pasture of Bashan, then her message and work could not have been the 9th
hour call, as the ROD proves that they were. Rather, her message and work 
would have then had to be the 11th-hour call, which the ROD almost endlessly 
proves Itself to be. 

9. Still further, Sister White would have had to be Elijah the prophet with the 
Hth-hour message, thus making Brother Houteff, like the branch, the Crea
tion Calendar Research Association, and ali the rest of the divisive voices in 
Laodicea and Davidia, an upstart false voice with no prophetic message at all, 
and thus another humbugger~~md the c.hiefest of them all! 

The whole loaf of these anti-Rod, non-Rod, and perverted Rod teachings, 
which is in opposition to the Bashan Association's bound-up ROD testimony 
on the subject, is baked with the "dung [private interpretation] that cometh 
out of man." Ezek. 4:12. " ... Fire from dung (unnatural and filthy source) 
must be symbolical of a power foreign to the Holy Spirit: specifically Satan's, 
inspiring the human agent to engage in 'private' interpretations of the Scrip
tun::s-a defiling thing.''-lSR 80:3, (P.E.) 

So however is sliced the dung-baked loaf (the new-Carmel bogus branch heresy, 
the Kermit-Texas hybrid branch sophistry, and the Salem fiction on Carmel, 
Bashan, and Gilead, and all the rest), the result is the same-it crumbles to 
pieces, is ofrepulsive odor and nauseating flavor, and is of a quality to "cause 
spiritual consumption, decline, and death."-E.G.W., R & H, June 18, 1901 
(S Tr. 15, 16; 3 Ans. 58). 

Finally, suffer yourself to become a victim of this dung-baked loaf, by spiritu
ally assimilating and metabolizing any of it, and you cannot hold 1000/o to the 
ROD, .for the dung-baked teachings invalidate the genuine ROD teachings, 
especially on the typology of Jacob, Laban, Leah, Rachel, and Padan-aram; 
the Elijah, Ezekiel, David, Joshua, Jezreel types; the 11 th-hou:r call; Zech. 4, 
Mic. 7:14; Isa. 8:16; the Assyrian Confederacy; Ezek. 47; the three 40-year 
Mosaic periods; and the Universal Dairy's preserved mille Pull out the ROD 
stitch on Micah 7:14, which is the rip stitch to the message's very present truth, 
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and you end the pull the ROD message an emptied sack. Holding an emp
ty sack is not much to hold, Brother, Sister. It won't hold salvation for you 
and get you to the .Kingdom. 

"'"" )':; * 
THE BURDEN OF BASHA.N i.N THIS APPEAL 

P2rt I 

The burden of this appeal is especially for you brethren who,. though not with 
God's Vanguard, His Bash.an Association, profess to believe (1) that an eniight~ 
ened sinner today a literate, so-called civilized person in contradistinction 
to an illiterate, tmcivilized savage) can come into "the bond of the covenant" 
(the only salvation for an enlightened sinner) only by successively hearing 
(Mic. 6:9),Jeeding upon (Mic. 7:14), and passing under (Ezek.20:37) the cor~ 
recting, chastening, measuring (TM 17:1), separating ROD of God, and (2) 
that aU who rebel against the ROD will be purged out (Ezek, 20:37, 38) at 
Ezekiel 9. 

To behold the tragic irony of the various ROD professors (all the hyphenated 
Davidians of one attachment or another-of "Paul," of "Apollos," or of 
"Cephas") confidently thinking themselves to be steadily progressing "in full 
assurance of hope and faith" (He b. 6:11; 10:22) toward the beckoning gates of 
glory while, in fearsome fact, they are, on the contrary, inexorably verging 
toward the brink of doom, because of either wittingly or unwittingly rebelling 
in one way or another against the very Voice they profess to believe, is deeply 
distressing, indeed beyond containment. The heartsickening sight moves the 
bowels of charity to sound compassionate warning and appeaL 

During the quarter century in which "present truth ... went forth from the top 
of Carmel" (11 Code 12:32:0), the united belief that it proceeded from the 
resident chariot of God (1 Tr. 37, 38 O.E.; 35 N.E.), through the resident liv
ing Voice of Prophecy (2TG 34:20:4), polarized believers to the prophet and 
the place. This concentric influence, inhering largely in the presence of the 
prophet, kept potentially disruptive and divisive latencies quiescent and im
mobile,· and made for a high, if indeed more superficial than profound, degree 
of functional cohesiveness and unitedness. 

To be sure, the private interpreters, office-seekers, and firebrands were there 
like foxes in their holes, If one knew where to look for them. (among council 
members was one of the best places), one could catch sight of the fox-fire glow 
of their smouldering recusancies occasionally surfacing for a moment's agita
tion. But the polarizing presence of the prophet kept all these sub~surface, po
tentially. dissident and divisive forces and influences in check, with the con-
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stmctive (at least materially constructive) result that virtually all physical 
energies, efforts and means were constantly channeled into the concerted ac
tion of building Carmel and subsequently sending forth "fishers" (Jer. 16:14-
16)-Davidian publications (1 TG 9: 11 :0) and, later, "hunters" (I d. )-Davidian 
workers. 

That, of course, was before the great apostasy and sell-out at Carmel and the 
resultant rape of Da.vidia-the "knockout blow" from "surprisingly unsus
pected foes-from professed friend~;;" (W.H.R. 33:2)-from the prophet's 
own house and from the Council of CarmeL 

But scarcely had his encoffined remains been lowered from sight than the 
shadow-lurking forces of Satan sprung into action, marshalling their long
groomed and long-nurtured spoilers and dividers into line for a never-relent
ing, ever-heightening effort to overwhelm dazed Davidia with every conceiv
able humbugging private interpretation of the ROD message, and thus prolif
erate the work of dividing and conquering until none ofthe consequent splin
ter groups would have enough of anything, to accomplish much of anything, 
save to spawn divisive teachings to further fragment and bemuse an already 
pitifully fragmented and bemused Davidia. 

Especially has the enemy's effort been to prevent the languishing vanguard 
from accomplishing that which union and solidarity in brotherly love, peace, 
and unity of Truth would enable it to accomplish. 

Knowing that Davidia had been seriously infiltrated from the beginning with 
agents provocateurs who would at fh:stopportunity do their master's bidding, 
God purposed to permit the test to come to separate the big ones from the ''lit
tle ones" (Zech. 13:7). Though it was a terrible ordeal, it had to come to teach 
Davidians the lesson of lTG 29:12. 

" 'Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to be 
accounted of?' Isa. 2:22: 

"Here is God's simple remedy for His people, They should cease listening to 
'soothsayers,' they should instead hear what Inspiration has to say. They 
should study God's Word for themselves with the aid of actually inspired 
teachers of God, and make their own decisions~never rely upon the decisions 
and judgments of others, no matter what they are, or who they be."-1TG 
29:12:3. 

In spite, though, of the testing, trying ordeal to which Divine Love and Mercy 
subjected them, but few-only the "little ones," the "chosen" -learned the 
lesson never again to go for the shiny lure of the soothsayer and the titillating 
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"hum of a humbug"; in short, "never, never" again to lean upon the frail arm 
of flesh-either upon man-elected vice president and Sanhedrin (ponder well 
2TG 41:8:3; 30:15:2) such as at Salem West (and perhaps also a.t Salem East), 
and Vista, now Yucaipa, or upon a pretender to and usurper of Elijah's office 
such as B. L. Roden and functionaries; but to depend solely and utterly upon 
the Living Voice of Inspiration in Heaven's last message to man-the ROD of 
God, residing exactly where prophecy placed it~Bashan. 

But as deeply distressing as it is to see judgment-bound souls, on the very verge 
of the Kingdom, rebelling against "the Lord's Voice"-His ROD, again either 
wittingly or unwittingly, yet thank God there is hope for a rebel-ifhe is an in~ 
tellectuaUy and spiritually honest rebel, for the honest respond to evidence: 
They "proveallthings;" and "hold fast [to ]that which is good." 1 Thess. S:lL 

The ROD brings into prominence the truth that, in the symbolic code of the 
Bible, sheep symbolize people (Ps. 93:7; Ezelc 34:12m15, 30; Mic. 7:14) and 
"pasture (present truth)."-H Code 12:32:0. God "gives meat in due sea~ 
son .... He leads them [His flock] to green pastures in their season; ... He ac~ 
commodates them with truth especially adapted to meet their needs for the 
time."-16 Tr. 51:0 (New Edition). 

ecaod invariably tests His people in order to teach them that truth is progressive 
and that no one CAN EVER FIND TRUTH BEYOND WHAT HERE~ 
VEALS .... He gives 'meat in due season.' He does not feed His flock with 
old, stale food, but with food fresh and up-to-date. To repeat, He leads them 
to green pastures IN THEIR SEASON [first Carmel, then Bashan and finally 
Gilead-1SR 243:2]. He accommodates them with troth especially rldaptedto 
meet their needs for the time [see The White House Recruiter, pp, 17:5; 18:1], 
that they not !lpiritually starve while trying to survive on rehashed, worn~out 
truths, and that they not be blind to the signs of the times-to the things that 
take place on earth as well as to those that take place in Heaven. For it is His 
desire that we know what He would have us to do."-16 Tr. 56, 57 (New Edi
tion). 

".,.those who give heed only to the Voice, the Voice of Truth [the ROD of 
God], are gently led in for shelter and out for green pastures, .. God's sheep 
are thus carefully led in and out, both to shelter and to 'meat in due season,' to 
present truth."-1TG 2:20:3, 21:0, 1. 

" 'Feed thy people with thy rod': The verb 'feed' is to be understood as spirit
ual food, and that food (truth) is found in the 'ROD' 0 0 .Carmel, Bashan, and 
Gilead are used as symbols of good spiritualpasture."-1SR. 243:2. 

" ... the Christian who would truly know his God and his church in order to be 
emptied of evH and be filled with the good, MUST now feed on Present Truth-
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the progressive of the living Word revealed through lnspiration."-1• 
Tr. 39:0. 

Here in essential prui is the ROD's bound-up testimony on the correlativ' 
phraseEi-"progressive truth," "present truth," "meat in due season," "pl!ls 
ture," "green pt!.stmr~ ... "spiritual pastur.e," "CarmeL Bashan. and Gilead.' 

simply, therefore, "the progressive truth of ... "Inspiration," "the ver) 
present " the "meat in due season," the "green pasture" upon which at: 
who would become the Immanuelites must feed to know their Father-~God, 
and their Mother-their cl:mrch, in order to be emptied of evil and filled wit~ 
good (that is, be sealed and saved), MUST issue from the ROD of God succes· 

at Carmel, Basham, and Gilead. 

How could advanced truth be any simpler and clearer than that? 

Correlatively, the ROD reveals that God's Truth~laden chariot which finally 
"is to trant.date the (1 Tr. 36:2 Old Edition; 34:0 New Edition), 
"though invisible to human beings (as to the 'young man' were the chariotfl 
which covered the m.ountai:ns~2 Kings 6:17), has already arrived. And since it 
has already ~rrived here [Mt. Carmel O.m.ter,, Waco, Texas, at the time the 
statement was wdtten·-1941.], it must of course be the divine instrumentality 
through which, as a sort of base o.f operations, the Lord is ordering and direct~ 
ing His work, ~Utd through which He will do so uniil 'this gospel of the king
dom, . , be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and ... 
the end come/ Matt, 24:14."-T:ract 1, pp. 37, 38 (Old Edition); 35:1,2 (New 
Edition). 

Since the ROD's issuing (being produced by Inspiration) from the chariot of 
God at Carmel, thus automatically constituted Carmel pasture No. 1 of Micah 
7:14 and, subsequently, since Carmel shook off its fruiti!l 33:9) and is no 
more, and is· succeeded by Bashan in the basic prophetic sequence of Micah 
7:14 and lSR 243:2, then it follows inescapably, as two follows one, thatthe 
ROD's being bound up from the chariot (being confirmed by Inspira.tion-2TO 
41:21 :3) at Bashan, thu!l automatically constitutes Bashan pasture No. 2 of 
Micah 7:14. Finally, since in due course (when its work for the church is fin~ 
ished) Bashan shakes off its fruits aw.d is succeeded by Gilead, then it follows 
likewise that the ROD's finally being blazoned (computerized, dynamized, 
magnified, and glorified Inspiration) to the four corners of the habital earth 
from the chariot then in Gilead (the Kingdom), thus constitutes Gilead pasture 
No. 3 of Micah 7:14. Carmel is gone; the chariot is no longer there; that 
belongs to yesterday. Gilead is future; the chariot is not yet that beiongs 
to tomorrow. Where is it today, Brother, Sister? Nowhere if not at Bashan, ex
actly where prophecy PROJECTED rr a.11d Providence puts it for TODAY. 
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As inexorably therefore as day follows night, it is as impossible for the light of 
progressive truth to come from any other source than from the Rod at Bashan, 
as it is for the light of day to come from any other source than from the sun, 
And as without the light of the sun, no helio~ or photo~biotic life can long; sur~ 
vive, so without the light now from Basham, no Davidian can spiritually en= 
dun; to the end and inherit the Kingdom. Either to reject and despise or simply 
to ignore the binding-up of the ROD' 51 testimony (the work of the chariot-of 
Inspiration) at Bashan, is to reject and despise the pleading of Divine Love 
and, in dread consequence, to !lin against the Holy Ghost. 0, Why will you, 
Brother, Sister, if you are guilty, go on self-murderously starving your soul for 
the green pastures, the progressive truth, of the ROD fmm the "living chariot" 
(1 Tr, 36:2 Old Edition; 33:4 New Edition) at Bashan? And for what in ex~ 
change, save for the hypnotic, heretical "hum of m humbug"? 

Why will you deny your soul the evidence of "the more sure word of proph.
ecy"-that Carmel, Bashan, and Gilead are "PLACES" "of good spiritual 
pasture," and that since the presence of the "living chariot" at Mt. Carmel 
Center, Waco, Texas, made it the first of those three places of "good spiritual 
pasture,'' then the same presence at Bashan necessarily makes it the second in 
sequence-likewise a place-the second place- of "good spiritual pasture"? 

Why will you deny your soul the evidence of reason-(!) that as there was a 
physical place for Carmel and hence for the chariot yesterday, and (2) that as 
there is a physical place for Gilead and hence for the chariot tomorrow, then 
(3) there must necessarily be a physical place for Bashan and hence for the 
chariot TODAY? 

Why will you deny your soul the certainty that there can be no sanctification 
and hence no salvation in rejecting and despising or ignoring the light and the 
work going forth from the chariot at Bashan; in fine, deny your soul the holy 
certainty that "there is no Bible sanctification for those who cast a part of the 
Truth behind them"?-lT 338:3, 

GOD FORBID. Come, while time lingers; Come feed in Bashan before It, too, 
casts off Its fruits, and the foolish virgins go empty for evermore. 

Rebuke the humbugging, soothsaying soul-destroyers, and come forage with 
the flock of God's heritage in the lush, soul-saving pasture of Bashan where 
alone there is green survivaL 

P!irt U 

As there are two kinds~ the false and the true-of many things, there are like-
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wise two kinds of Davidhms. The one is composed of those who "want to b~ 
associated with the Davidian organization but refuse to fully imbibe its Trutt 
or live its prindples!'-12 Code 6 & 7:14:L 

Also Inspiration reveals, "some" of this counterfeit Davidian dass "choose to 
take a chance stealing their way in the sheepfold.]~pretending [humbug
ging] to be in the 'faith,' thus getting into the sheepfold and hoping to takti 
over or to get a following.''-lTG 2:20:0. 

Then to others of this humbugging, counterfeit class, there is this Inspiration 
index-they stop, like Shintoists, at the tomb of the dead prophet (2TG 26:20-
23), and "fail to keq;p pace with the orogress of Truth."~2TG 26:21:0: 1TG 
51:12:0. 

The other dass of Davidians-the genuine, true, 100o/o-ROD-only class-are 
those who "keep pace with the Truth," "those who are ever in search of the 
'golden oiL' those who have the extra oil in their vessels."-1TG 51:13:2. 

Several distinctions can be made to illustrate the difference between these two 
classes of Davidians. Perhaps the best known and most mooted distinction 
concerns the identity of "Bashan" {Mic. 7:14; Isa. 33:9; and Ps. 68:15, 16, 

In this matter, the humbugging counterfeit Davidian classes run the gamut of 
rationalizing in explaining and placing Bashan-from applying it in the his
torical and geographical past, in the time of ancient Israel in Pwestine, to ap~ 
plying it to the S.D.A. Church! They refuse to accept the inexorable logic of 
the prophecies, and to apply literally the ROD's interpretation of them. Con
sequently, when the prophecy makes cle1u that Carmel, Bashan, and Gilead 
are three "PLACES" where God pastures the flock of His heritage (Mic. 
7:14), His "little flock" (Luke 12:32), to feed upon His ROD, one group (the 
D. Adair Salem soothsayers) humbuggingly Uter~Jize Carmel from 1933 to 
1957, spiritualize it from 1961 to Ezekiel 9, and literruize Gilead as the King
dom, but explain aw11ty Bs.shan, th:m; leaving Carmel as half literal (Mt. Carmel 
Center, Waco, Texas, fro:m 1933 to 1957) and as half spiritual (any place 
where they may be holding forth from 1957 to Ezekiel 9!), relegating Bashan 
to the past or projecting it into the futurte, :making both it and Gilead to repre
sent the Kingdom. period! 

More recently, the sStme group have done still worse in 
itualizing and literali:dng at convenience, and manipulihm5 

correspondingly. 
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The D. Adair h.umbuggers, knowing that to ease their troubled minds concem~ 
prophetic Bashan (Mic, 7:14; Isa, 33:9), they must plausibly purge it from 

the period between 1930 and Ezekiel 9, have conjured up their tripartite 
Carmel theory which conveniently !ltretches CPnnel from 1~30 in Los Angeles, 
California, to Ezekiel9, And evidently seeing no possibility of placing Bashan 
either in the pre~Carmel period, the period from 1844 to 1930 (as The Branch 
and Calendar Reform people desperately try to place it, but cannot because the 
ROD did not come in th~t period!), or in the Palestine~ Kingdom period (where 
the H, & W, Blum~ Yucaipa group as desperately try to place it, but can~ 
not because Bashan shak~s off its f'ruits, and the Kingdom doesn't!) they try to 
find plausible :resort for it as Ci:uistendom~Babylon (GC 383:0; 390:1)-dur~ 
ing the Loud Cry period, 

But here, like the fox that h:!!.s dodged into the wrong hole, they have trapped 
themselves in the fatal fallacy of applying Mk~h 7:14, "Let them feed in 
Bashan," to the period !!nd domain of Revelation 18:4, "Come out of her m.y 
people," At that time, the ROD will be calling them out of, notfeeding them 
in, Babylon-Christendom. It will then be feeding them IN the Kingdom
Gilead. 

The Palestine-Kingdom period and the Loud-Cry-Babylon period are comple
mentary: indeed, the former produces the latter. Gilead is symbolical of the 
"good spiritual [ROD] pasture" of the Kingdom where the flock is to feed, 
"Feed" does not mean to come out of; feed means to stay in I Thus it is utterly 
impossible, a stultifying contradiction in terms, that the sheep in Christendom. 
(Babylon) can be both brought out and kept in at the same time: be both called 
out of Babylon's domain and taken to the Kingdom in Palestine, "Gilead," to 
feed on the pasture of the ROD therein, and at the same time be "let"-al~ 
lowed, enabled-to remain and feed on the ROD in Babylon as Bashanl 

Furthermore, the ROD, the total truth, "the ba!m in Gilead," is carried out of 
Gilead, the Kingdom (Jer. 46:11; 51:8) and into Babylon, not out of Carmel 
into Babylon! Nor out of Bashan into Babylon! 

One can but wonder what D. Adair, the fox of Salem 
the torch of truth tied to his tail! 

wm do now with 

Such torturing of logic, such wresting of Scriptures, such Bible butchery is 
simply incredible from Davidians, How, one puzzles, can they fail to see that it 
is deadly humbug, and is, indeed, "unto. 0 0 their own destruction." (2 Pet. 3: 
16}? 

But blithely they ignore Inspiration's interpretation of "Carmel, Bashan, and 
Gilead'' -that they are ''PLACES'' symbolical of good spiritual pasture where 
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the flock is fed with "spiritual food found in the 'Rod' " (lSR 243:2), and 
that since Mt. Carmel Center, Waco, Texas, was a literal place where the flock 
was fed spiritual food~the ROD, therefore Bashan and Gilead must likewise 
be literal places where the flock is fed the same spiritual food. 

In marked contrast, the true, genuine, lOOo/o-only Davidians take the ROD 
just as it reads, and with Its key interpretation in hand unlock the truth of the 
entire subject. They know that "the Scriptures are correlated"; that "one 
truth explains another"; that "verses and chapters, therefore, crumot be iso
lated from their context if they are to be rightly understood"; that "a correct 
idea cannot be built upon any one verse when isolated from its continuity"; 
that "only if we take God at His word can we in truth !lltudy the Scriptures"; 
and that "then we need but the word to unlock the mysteries of God" 
(2TG 8:27:1); that "a study of the literal will give us the key that will unlock 
the meaning of the figu:rative,"~4 Tro 28:1. 

Thus with the key word "pasture"~"good spiritual pasture," Micah 7:14 
and, implicitly, Is.ah1h 33:9, and Psalm 68:15, 16, 22, are instantly unlocked, 
and Bashan is clearly seen to be ROD pasture f',Jo. 2, standing between Carmel, 
ROD pasture No. l, and Gilead, ROD pasture No. 3. The flock feed on the 
ROD first "in the midst of Carmel" (Mt. Carrnel Center, Waco, Texas); sec
ond in Bashan (Bashan Hill, Exeter, Mi5souri); and third in Oilead~the King~ 
dom (in the "land of our fathers"), How simple, natural, and certain! 

As both the logic and the ROD's interpretation of Micah 7:14 solidly establish, 
for 100®711 ROD-only Davidians, the simple certainty that between the passing 
of pasture No. 1, Carmel, and the emergence of pasture No. 3, Gilead (the 
Kingdom), stands the "good spiritual pasture" No. 2, Bashan~"the hill of 
Bashan" (Ps. 68:15), along with the correlative logic of another prophecy 
(Ezek. 1, 2), and the ROD's interpretation of it (1 Tr. 37, 38 Old Edition; 35 
New Edition), make the tmth concerning Bashan doubly certain and con:~e
quentia.t 

Dealing with that part of the prophecy projecting the coming and the purpose 
of the chariot and the duration of its presence here, I:n:~~piration declares: 

"The fact, therefore, that from the chariot, the Lord commands the prophet 
to go speak, bear :the message, to Hi§ people ... reveals that the chariot, 
though invisible to human beings (as to the 'young man' were the chariots 
which covered the mountains~2 Kings 6: 17), has already arrived. And since it 
is already here, it must of course be the Divine instrumentality through which, 
as a sort of base of operations, the Lord is ordering and directing His work, 
and throu1b which H~ iilhall do !lO until 'this gospel of the kingdom ... be 
preached in aU the world for a witness unto all m1.tions; and ... the end come.' 
Matt. 24:14."-1 Tr, 37, 38 (Old Edition); 35 (New Edition). 
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Here we have the ROD's unequivocal affirmation that the chariot was at 
Carmel and was the base of God's operation. Thus it follows inescapably that 
Carmel, during its existence, was the base of operations for the chariot: there 
the voice of God spoke from the chariot (Ezek. 1 :26-28) a message of lamenta
tion, mourning and woe, spelled out in Ezekiel 9, "unto the house of Israel" 
(Ezek. 3:1)-the Church. From Carmel, that very message went forth to the 
Church, warning it of Ezekiel 9. Very obviously, therefore, the words which 
God spoke from the chariot at Carmel, are the message of the ROD-the only 
voice we are to hear(!TO 27:8:1; 28:16:2; General Conference Special, p. 9:1). 

In the same passage (1 Tr, 38:0 Old Edition; 35 New Edition), Inspiration af~ 
firms also that the chariot will remain "until" the gospel of the Kingdom is 
preached unto all nations. But remain where? With Carmel now a non~entity 
for already well over a decade, where, then, is the chariot? Unless it is still on 
earth, as a base of operations for the publishing of the ROD's "progressive 
truth," and for the conduct of the work of the message, God has no base of 
operations, no storehouse of present truth, no pasture from which to feed His 
flock with His ROD, and hence on its own testimony the ROD is a discredited 
voice. 

So, Brother/Sister, can you not see how absolutely mandatory is "the hill. of 
Bashan" as the base of operations for the chariot of God, as the storehouse of 
present truth, a§ the place of pasture for the "flock of His heritage"? 

As certain as it is that three follows two and two follows one, just that certain 
it is (1) that Gilead follows Bashan and Bashanfollows Carmel, as Micah 7:14 
shows; (2) that therefore the Chariot is based first at Carmel, then at Bashan, 
and finally in Gilead; and therefore (3) that the ROD feeds the flock first from 
Carmel, second from Bashan, and third from Gilead-the Kingdom in Palestine. 

As Gilead is a symbol of the "good spiritual pasture" of the ROD in the peri
od of the Kingdom in Palestine, then Bashan and Carmel necessarily have to 
be symbols respectively of the good spiritual pastures of the ROD in two suc
cessive, formative (embryonic), prenatal (pre-Palestine) Kingdom periods-two 
successive periods before the purified church, the infant Kingdom, is brought 
forth (Isa. 66:6-14) in the Promised Land. 

Bashan cannot, by any wildest or most strenuous reach of the fancy, be 
Carmel renamed, anymore than Gilead can be either Carmel or Bashan re~ 
named! Neither can Bashan be where Carmel was in Waco, Texas, because 
Carmel which the ROD built there, no longer exists but is "withered"-de~ 
serted 01 Code 12:32:0), and is now a restricted suburban residential com~ 
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munity. 

Nor can Bashan be new-Carmel, the devil's playground, for the latter is anti" 
typical Padan-aram (12 Code 5:18:1) whence Jacob fled in 1960. 

The Divinely elected and pn~served place for Bashan pasture is exactly where il 
is, right where Providence discovered it to us and is developing it amid the 
oaks of the wild woods of the Ozarks, in the locale of the little town of Exete; 
from where the second exodus is to begin. 

In the blazing light now streaming from the truth of Bashan, any professing 
Davidian who will not quickly take his stand in the light and walk in it, will 
see, when he looks into a mirror, no true, genuine, 1001J!o-ROD-only Davidian, 
but simply a humbugging professor, a counterfeit, one who .refuses fully to 
hear, to feed upon, and to pass under the ROD, and who is therefore serving 
notice upon his Saviour to purge him out as a "rebeL" What a tragedy-forc
ing Him Who died to save you, to obligingly destroy you as a rebel! 

Brother /Sister rebel, be merciful to your soul: surrender your rebellious heart 
to Him this instant, and let Him set you among the Bashan Vanguard, who 
"shalL " . be as the wings of a dove covered with silver, and her feathers with 
yellow gold." Ps. 68:13. 

In one way or another, somewhere along the way, all of us were rebels too, and 
only by the merciful grace of God were we turned from our rebellion. By the 
same wonder-working grace, you, too, can this very instant be turned from 
yours, and rejoice in fellowship with those who "walk in the light, as He is in 
the light" (1 John: 1:7), and thus rejoice in the blessed assurance that "the 
blood of Jesus Christ. .. deanseth us from an sin." 1 John 1:7, 

God and Bashan do not need you and me. We are unnecessary to the carrying 
out of His redemptive purpose and work through Bashan and, consequently, 
are as expendable as were Cain, Korah, Dathan, Abiram, E1lau, Achan, Judas, 
et al. for the carrying out of His purpose progressively through the ages. No, 
Brother, Sister, it is you and I that need God and Bashan (and badly), where 
His Chariot is now based, discharging its precious cargo of truth and loading 
its precious cargo of souls for that long-awaited "great day" trip home to the 
land of our fathers. 

All faithful Bashan Davidians are going to be aboard (not D. Adair's flying 
saucer, but) God's living-creature chariot now at Bashan, and we want all, 
Brother /Sister, who are not with Bashan, to be with us then. 

*** 
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THE SALEM8 ADAlR TIDSECTION OF CARMEL 

E!!l!Bpe T~~ues 

How often is witnessed the pathetically ironical truth: "Give a rmu:a a theory, 
and the facts will come trooping after." Especially when tbe theory is misbe
gotten rationalization, a dangerously deceptive, humbugging soothsaying, 
conceived in less than b1tellectual integrity as a way of escaping or dodging un
congenial truth, unrelished or unwr:mted. 

Prie~ Elt~mple 

A prime example of this pitiful performance in ulteriorly motivated escape tac
tics is the Salem Association's unconscionable D. Adair effort to new-model 
the ROD (the 1973-74 Salem Codes) by trisecting Carmel into three parts, 
phases, and periods-the Los Angeles, California part, phase, and period 
first; the Waco, Texas part, phase and period second; the Salem, South 
Carolina part, phase and period third; then by spiritualizing Bashan and pro~ 
jecting it as antitypical Samaria, that is, Christendom-in reality, antitypical 
Babylon. 

Uiilholy Meiiltal GymD:uti~!\1 

This is a satanically inspired feat in unholy mental gyrnnastics. To perform it, one 
must first pervert the phrase "in the midst of" to allow for three parts-the 
middle part, the fore part, and the after part. This is precisely what the 
Adairites-the Salem new-modelers and soothsayers do. 

TrisfJdins CoDnDienll!~ 

By this ingenious scheme, they conveniently trisect Carmel into, first, its 
pre-"wood" part, phase, period and location-Los Angeles, California; sec
ond, its "in the wood" part, pha5e, period and location-Waco, Texas; and 
third, its post-"wood" part, phase, period and location-Salem, South 
Carolina. 

So, as the Waco location, the second or "in the wood" period (according to 
their rationalizing tdsection-their new-modeling of Carmel and the ROD), 
does not ~mywhere in the ROD message even faintly stand between or, as they 
rationalize, "in the midst of" two other parts; and as the flock feeds "in the 
midst" (the micH:;art, not in the fore part or after-part, according to their pri
vate interpretation and division), therefore, they reason, literal application of 
the prophecy can be made to the second or Waco, Texas location~the in
the-woods period; and only spiritual application can be made to the first or pre~ 
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«<wood .. location-the Los Angeles, California period; and to the third or 
postG"wood" location-the Salem, South Carolina period! 

Siitarmie l~i!iipirmtiolll vs Divine IDspimtion 

Thus what Divine Inspiration establishes, satm1icinspiration (humbugging pri
vate interpretation-soothsaying) seeks to disestablish. What prophecy makes 
ONE place, one location, one period, expediency seeks to make tripartite. 
What the Bible projects and the ROD interprets as three literal symbols of 
three respectively literal, spiritual (present~tru.th) pastures, the Sruem-Adairites 
seek to divide and manipulate into part literal and part spiritual applications, 
so as to divest the Bashan Association of validity, and to invest their Salem As
sociation with legitimacy, respectability, and validity, all of which it so urgent
ly needs but with none of which either its illegitimate origin or the ROD graces 
it. 

God Mem'dfiil to Brother lionteff 

God was exc~edingly merciful to Brother Houteff, to spare him the grief of be
holding first what the Laban council did with the ROD and with the General 
Association and Carmel, and now the shockingly incredible way in which the 
council-idolizing Salem-Adairites are perverting Micah 7: 14 and new-modeling 
the ROD so as to tranquilize their minds and salve their consciences in reject
ing (1) the truth of Micah 7:14-the ROD's bound-up testimony from and 
about Bashan, (2) the Government of God at Bashan, and the work of 
Bashan as the "hill of God" (Ps, 68:15), 

One need not stretch the imagination any to glimpse how sickeningly surprised 
Brother Houteff would be to read the Adair rationalization of the phrase "in 
the midst of Carmel" and his treatment of Bashan and Gilead, He would mar~ 
vel, as do we, to leam what neither he nor we ever dreamed of-that Carmel 
does not apply expressly, solely, e:~Cclusively to the Association's whilom center in 
Waco, Texas but, rather, that (1) it spiritually began in Los Angeles, California 
(in spite of the fact that no one knew it, or ever called the office and/or the 
work there Carmel, or ever even dreamed that the Association's headquarters 
one day would be named Carmel); (2) it literally centered in Waco, Texas; and 
(3) it spiritually consummates in Salem, South Carolina! 

A Mmrvel 

Marvelous indeed-born a spiritual entity in Los Angeles (though not known 
even to its father!), transmogrified into a literal development in Waco, Texas, 
and finally, for its consummation., metamorphosed back into a spiritual phase 
somewhere else! Shades of spiritualism and reincarnation! If we must have this 
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sort of thing-an evolutionary transfigurational, metrunorphic Cannel, now 
spiritual, now :literal, now spiritual again, then give us theosophy out and out, 
and have done with it alL 

Ju~t Imagine If You Cmn 

Just imagine for a moment, if you can, how Brother Houteff would gasp for 
the breath of credulity to learn that "in the midst of Carmel" was the Associa
tion's brief stopover in tbe woods-Mt. Carmel Center (or No.2 Carmel) be
tween Los Angeles (or No. 1 Carmel) and Salem (or No, 3 Carmel), and not (as 
we all knew and taught) in the general mid-area of the Association's 385 acres 
in Waco, Texas (1 Code 14:5:5). 

So natural, so simple, so obvious, so inescapable is the self-evident fact that 
"in the midst of Carmel" was in the approximate mid-section of the Associa
tion's 385 acres of woods named Carm.el, that one marvels how any Davidian 
who was identified with Mt. Carmel Center, no matter how big or how dull 
and how badly nicked an axe he may now have to grind, could possibly let 
himself go so far in self-deception and in desperation to maintain credibility 
and face for the deception, as to handle the Word of God so deceitfully as the 
Salem~Adairites and others handle Micah 7:14. 

"Midst~j Tb~ory Exploded 

If the Scriptural use of the phrase "in the midst of" is what the uninspired 
author (D. Adair, Bashan apostate) of the Salem 1973-1974 SymboUc Codes 
rationalizes it to be in Micah 7: 14, then in order not to confuse and confound 
us the Bible must consistently thus use the phrase. But even cursory examina
tion of the following twenty-seven prominent passages in which the phrase 
"occurs" wm conclusively prove that it never designates the second or mid
section, stage, phase, or part of a three-section, three-stage, three-phase, 
three--part entity but, rather, simply denotes, as the dictionary says, being "in 
the middle of, among, surrounded by": 

L "in the midst of the garden" ......................... Gen. 3:3 
~t "in the midst thereof" (Egypt) ........................ Ex. 3:20 
3. "the Egyptians in the midst of the sea" ................. Ex. 14:27 
4. "will come up in the midst of thee" .................... Ex. 33:5 
5. "in the midst ofthdr undearmess" ......... , .......... Lev. Hi:16 
6. "in the midst whereof! dwell" ........................ Num. 5:3 
7. "miracles .. JnthemidstofEgypt" ................... Deut.11:3 
8. "separate three dties for thee in the midst of 

the land'' .......................................... Deut. 19:2 
9. "in the midst ofthe children ons:rael" ................. Eze:!c 43:7 
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1 v. m m~:: mu1st m uuJ congregauon wui 1 praise Thee.'' . . . . Ps. 22:22 
U. "mischief also and sorrow are in the midst of it" ........ Ps. 55:10 
12. "rule thou in the midst of thine enemies" ............... Ps. 110:2. 
13. "though I walk in the midst oftrouble" ................ Ps. 138:7 
14. "keep them in the midst ofthine heart" ................ Prov. 4:21 
15. "I was almost in all evil in the midst of the 

congregation and assembly" ......................... Prov. 5:14 
16. "in the midst ofthe paths of judgment" ................ Prov. 8:20 
17. "in the midst of fools" .... ,. ....... , ............... Prov. 14:33 
18. "I dwelHn the midst of a people of unclean lips" ........ Isa. 6:5 
19. "she is wholly oppression in the midst of her" ........... Jer. 6:6 
20. "Thine&labitation is in the midst of deceit" ............. Jer. 9:6 
21. "conspiracy of her prophets in the midst thereof" ....... Ezek. 22:25 
22. "many widowlll in the midst thereof" .................. Ezek. 22:25 
23. "spirit of whoredom is in the midst of them" ........... Hos. 5:4 
24. Amos hath "conspired .. .in the midst of the house 

of Israel" ......................................... Amos 7:10 
25. "in the midst ofthee an afflicted and poor people" ...... Zeph. 3:12 
26. "sheep in the midst of wolves" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Matt. 10: 16 
27. ''in the midst of the church will I sing praise 

unto Thee" ........................................ Heb. 2:12 

Here are twenty-seven passages in which the phrase, "in the midst," is used 
(the number can be doubled and tripled), not one of which admits of numeri
cal trisection, not a one of which carries any C¥ther significance than "among," 
"surrounded by," "the interior or central part or point of," or "encompassed 
by"; not a one of which does anything other than discredit and shame to the 
utterly selfBinterested, private, unbiblk:al use which Salem soothsaying apolo
gist D. Adair fallaciously makes of the phrase. 

Wb~n& Prowes Too M[l.cb Prove!!! Nothing 

Not one scripture in which the phrase "in the midst" is found allows for their 
twisted use of it. (Let etllch one take his concordance and studiously examine 
for himself each passage.) Moreover, if ever the phrase is used to show divi
sion, it is always bi-section, never tri-section. Mark this important fact careful
ly, and firmly fix it in memory, if you seriously seek to avoid being humbugged 
on the subject. 

Furthermore, those who seek to divide (distort) Carmel into three parts, must 
perforce then recogniz~ and designate their present headquarters Carmel No. 
3, not Salem! So, again, what proves too much, proves nothing. There is no 
possible justification for the trisecting twist which they put on the phrase, "in 
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the midst of Carmel," when the context, the appositional clause, "dwell soli~ 
tarily in the wood," equates with and explains "in the midst of Carmel." 

Tmke Your Choice~Broth~r Houtdf's l~mspiration 
Or 

D. Adair'!l K~tionalb:stio~ 

Brother Houteff and all who were·associated with him understood and taught 
that "in the midst of Carmel" and "in the wood" were synonymous and that 
therefore our dwelli.ng "in the midst of Carmel" was our "dwelling solitarily 
in the wood." 

But now we are told by humbugging private interpreter, D. Adair, that "dwell
ing solitarily in the wood, in the midst of Carmel," was neither being "in the 
interior or central part" of the woods nor being "surrounded or encompassed 

the woods, a~ Brother Houteff taught, but, rather, being in the Adair 
schematic Carmel period, Noo 2 which he very foolishly asserts to be the only 
one of his rationalized three Carmel periods in which the flock was to feed 
upon the ROD literally "in the wood"! 

Take your choice, Brother, Sister~the new-modeled Carmel of Salem's sooth
saying spokesman D. Adair, or the Carmel of Inspiration, of the Bible, of the 
ROD, of Elijah-V,T. Houteff . 

.Just as the Bible does not allow for D. Adair's desperately self-interested use 
of the phrase, "in the midst of," neither does the dictionary. The word 
"midst" according to all definitions, as already indicated, means "in the in~ 
terior of," "surrounded or encompassed by." 

S~eiiii'lj Rmtimmolll(l:f in Trouble 

So Salem's soothsaying champion and chief rationalizer (who, all should un
derstand, was once with God's vanguard Association, Leah, the true and legal 
wife of Davidian Jacob, but who turned rebel and apostatized to Rachel, and 
then divided her iliegal Association, and now is parent of his own illegal 
-illegitimate-Salem group) has got himself and his clients in the perilous 
predicament of opposing both the Bible and the dictionary, and thus leaving 
himself and them without a. leg or foot or ground to stand upon. 

Adalir's Theory 1001lJo Com1trary to The Rod 

Not only is this humbugging rebel theory contrary to the Bible and the dic
tionary; it is 100% contrary to the ROD. Search. the ROD publications from 
cover to cover of their approximately 3,000 pages, and never once wm you find 
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even the remotest suggestion, intimation, or implication that "in the midst of 
Carmel'' means anything other than simply in the interior of the woods -never, 
never, NEVER in their perverted second or center part (the Waco, Texas part), 
preceded by their dreamed-up first part (the Los Angele~, California part) and 
followed by their rigged~up third and final part (the Salem, South Carolina 
part) of their rationalized schematic three-part, three-stage, three-phase 
Carmel. Their deceptive, ingenious invention, the spawn of necessity, is as 
utterly alien to the ROD as it is to both the Bible and the dictionary. It is sheer 
heretical sophistry-a sh11me and a disgrace to its soothsaying author, his 
sponsors and supporters, and an insult to 100%-ROD-only Da.vidians. No 
Davidian worthy of the name would ever be found prostituting his mind and 
his talents to the wicked work of perverting Micah 7: 14 into trisecting Carmel 
so as to eliminate Bashan as the ROD's post~Carmel pasture for feeding the 
flock, and thereby new-model the ROD to sustain him and his cohorts in their 
antipathy toward the porter at the door (1TG 2:19~21). 

A11ain 3n$t lm.mghne Jlf Yon Can 

Again just imagine if you can, Brother Houteff's ever referring to his own 
home and/or the Charbonneau-Hermanson home in Los Angeles in 1929-1931 
as the first part, section, stage, or phase of the Carmel pasture and period, or 
as Carmel No. l! He didn't even undel'stand Micah 7:14 fully (see 11 Code 
12:30:2) until after their removal from Los Angeles to Waco! NO ONE (in
cluding all former Carmelites now of divided Da.vidia) ever dreamt of the no
tion that Carmel was a tripartite pasture, with a Los Angele!i part, a spiritual 
phase, coming first; a Salem part, a spiritual phase, ~oming last; and only the 
Waco part, the second part, being a literal phase, where the flock fed on the 
ROD actually "in the wood!' 

Gllol!ring Jin~o~sistlil~d~!i~Heresy 

The Adair-Salem rationalizers seem completely oblivious of the simple fact 
that their rationalizing the Waco, Texas, Mt. Carmel Center woods into the 
only literal ROD place or feeding grounds of their three-phase Carmel, inex
orably disallows their third-phase Carmel (Salem) to be a literal place (as it ac
tually is) of ROD feeding grmm.ds, as it actually purports to be, for by their 
own non~biblical definition of "in the midst," it is not the second, or mid~ 
phase, the only one of their schematic three-C:Jxmel phases which their falla
cious rationale allows to be literal. Thus the logic of their own definition, 
they should be doing their anti~Bashan work strictly from their own homes, 
not from Salem which is a literal, geographical place. 

But this is not the only glaring inconsistency into which their ''in the midst of'' 
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definition and theory has gotten thento In their hands-over-theh·-eyes, only
fooling-themselves effort at ridding themselves of Basban by making Carmel a 
three-stage period, with Salem the last of the three stages, they necessarily 
spiritualize Bashan and Gilead into the Palestine Kingdom period, thus getting 
themselves into the still further fallacy and the still deeper trouble of putting 
God in the position of being so foolish, so irresponsible, so improvident as to 
have in the same eleventh hour period (the Palestine Kingdom period), two 
spiritual pastures-Bashan and Gilead--for the flock to feed in! 

Heresy enough! far more than enough! 

More loco~sisteocies ll~d Heresy 

But there is stm more and still worse! Their trying to make Bashan, which 
shakes off its fruits, a spiritual pasture in the Palestine Kingdom period 
(whatever such a pasture could possibly be), would perforce make part of the 
Kingdom pasture (the Bashan part) shake off its fruits! Just imagine such a 
come-to-pass! It is so grotesquely incongruous and incompatible with the 
whole tenor and ilnport of prophecy projecting the Kingdom, as to be utterly 
stultifying. What kind of a Davidian could take a position forcing him to ac
quiesce in the heresy that there are two ROD pastures in the Kingdom period, 
one of which, Bashan, shakes off its fruits? Surely none but a Salemite! 0 
foolish Salemites, who hath bewitched you? D, Adair? 

Present Position vs Pmst Position 

But when the Adair-Salem 1973-1974 Code theory is compared with the H. Blum 
position (that taken in the 1970 publication, BASHAN), the Adair rationaliza~ 
tion, which tacitly rejects and forsakes the former, makes for still worse confu
sion. Witness it: 

"What do the scriptures say regarding God's people going to Bashan? 

" • And I will bring you again to his habitation, and he shall feed on Carmel 
and Bashan and his soul shall be satisfied upon Mt. Ephraim and Gilead.' Jer. 
50:19, [This text has nothing to do with Micah 7:14 and Isaiah 33:9, but ap
plies literally and solely to the time of the restored Kingdom in Palestine.] 

"After Judah goes to the kingdom, God will have pasture for Israel to come 
home to and feed upon (namely these pat.·turing places). 

"If Bashan, Missouri, is the hm of God, why would God have to bring us back 
to the promise [sic] land to feed in Bashan? Jero 50:19, 20; Ps, 68:22, 
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"After this [Ezek. 9] takes place, then God will reveal these hidden mysteries. 
We will indeed feed in Bashan and Gilead."-Blum Tract, .Bashan, pp. 4, 5: 
20:L 

1973 Here!!ly 

"During the Loud Cry Elijah's last message is again preached to all the world 
during the Bas han and Gilead pastures.'' -Don Adair Article, Carmel. Bas hem., 
Gilead-Which?, p. 2:8. 

"The fact that the word. 'let' applies to Bashan and Gilead and not 'Carmel' U 
would imply a h.indnm.ce to feed on the ROD after Cru'mel 'withers' [keep in 
mind the fact, which D. Adair doesn't want to keep in mind, that 'wither' 
means 'deserted' (11 Code 12:32:0), and which is concrete evidence that 
Carmel's withering, being 'de::;erted,' is already an accomplished fact], after 
the Kingdom is set up [Carmel was deserted and withered long before the King~ 
dom is set up], when the image beast is set up to hinder the great multitude 
feeding on the ROD during the Loud Cry!'-D. Adair Code, Aug., 1973, p. 
18:L 

"The Rod does not teach Carmel, Bashan, and Gilead are literal places."
D. Adair Code, Aug., 1973, p. 16:2. 

If the ROD does not so teach, then how abysmally and tragically wrong 
V.T.H. was in locating the ROD pasture and headquarters in the literal woods 
he named Carmel! And how wrong D. Adair is in making Carmel, Waco, 
Texas, No. 2 Carmel, which was lit;;;ral, a second part of a tripartite CarmeL 

0Mt ~~ the M~u:k into tbe Mire 

The former heresy, you see, left Rachel (the Yucaipa Association) bogged 
down in the mire of uninspired literalizing; whereas the latter leaves her apos
tilite, D. Adair, stuck up to his heild hx the morass of his uninspired spiritual
izing, thus bringing him. into irreconcilable disagreement with himself when he 
was with Rachel three years previously, just as the authors of the two an
tagonistic heresies, W .H. Blum, author of the former (the BASHAN tract) 
heresy, and D. Adair, author of the latter heresy, are in deep-rooted antago
nism. and hostility toward each other. 

What devil doil:~.gsl What "S3,tanic Inspiration"! (l Ans. 56:2), 

"Now the works of the flesh are m11nifest, which are these; Adultery, fornica
tion. , . b~atrll:!d, Vtirl~IUi~e, •.• wrath, ijtrif~. seditions, beresie~. enwyin1s, ... of 
the which I tell you before, as I have also told you in time past, that they which 
do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God/' Gal. 5:19-21. 
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"There must be also among you, that which are approved may be 
made manifest among you." 1 Cor. 11:19. 

"A man that is an heretick after the first and second admonition reject; Know
ing that he that is such is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of himself.'' 
Titus 3: lL 

"Ye therefore, beloved, seeing ye know these things before, beware lest ye 
also, being led away with the error of the wicked, fall from your own stead
fastness!' 2 PeL 3:17. 

Mud! Ado from Head Bowl 

Shortly before the time D. Adair's aberrant course was priming him for 
apostasy from God's Association, to become, finally, the chief head bowl and 
apologist for Salem No. 2 (Salem West), and thus their humbugging, private
interpreting authority (hence one of the enemy's chief functionaries given 
over, of course unwittingly, to the prostituting of their time and talents to the 

work of humbugging, soothsaying impostors seeking to spoil Davidia), 
of the very-present-truth application of Ezekiel 47:1 from the 

September,.December, 1966 EDUCATOR, p. 25:2, 3: 

"Those who want to see second-phase Association headquarters established 
elsewhere [than in Bashan], whether in California, Texas, their own or some 
other state or country or elsewhere are not 100117o-ROD-only Davidians, but 
are a large per cent self or pseudo-Davidianso They disregard the twofold fact 
that the ROD moved the Association fwm California to Texas in 1934 (1) be
cause Ezekiel47:1-8 shows that the message was to move eastward from Cali~ 
fornia (2SR 296, 297), and (2) because operating expenses (postage, freight, 
transportation, are lower nearer the center of the continent. Precisely as 
this twofold fact disallowed our setting up permanent headquarters of the mes~ 
sage in California in the beginning, precisely does it disallow our doing so now 
many years later o 

"The fact that Carmel withered [became 'deserted'-11 Code 12:32:0] and 
that a counterfeit Carmel, antitypical Padan-aram, the headquarters of anti-
typical Laban, took its place nearby, with the fact that the stream from 
the altar flows on eastward (Ezek. indicates th~t Bashan lies somewhere 
east of the borders of Texas!' 

Eight years later when it wen suited the devil's purpose, he inspired his talented 
captive, D. Adair, to appropriate, and apply to the Vista Association's remov
al to Salem, Ezekiel. 47:1, the verv-nresent-truth annlication of which the ED-
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UCATOR of 1.%6 had brought clear focus, as witnessed h1 the afore~ 
quoted paragraphs. [Since he is a split-off from the Vista Association now at 
Yucaipa, he applies the prophecy to his own Association now in 1983.] 

Of course, as Salem's current chief rationalizer and soothsayer, he makes 
much ado of their going from the West (from Vista, California) to the east (to 
Salem, South Carolina) in 1970, forty years after the message arose in Southern 
California in 1930. But as is characteristic with the soothsaying individual in
volved, he fails to be forthright to state the whole truth-in this casejrcmkly to 
acknowledge that the lJashcm Association was the to go east (to Exeter, 
Missouri) from the west (from La Sierra, California) in 1970! Vista Associa
tion tagged along shortly after and he split off from them after a short time! 
They went back to California leaving him to continue at Salem. 

But we dare not take the liberty they take with the ROD, to make what they 
make of the date of the move (1970} eastward from the West Coast. The 
ROD-the golden bowl-is totally silent concerning any typological signifi
cance attaching to the forty-year p~riod from 1930 to 1970. Totally silent,let it 
be repeated and emphasized. And where the ROD is totally silent, we must be 
totally silent. Yet more than one Davidian has been tempted to toy with it. But 
whoever has done so has been embarrassed. Whoever doe~ so completely vio
lates the following prohibitions: 

'Find your explanations 'in the Bowl,' and you will have no trouble in know
ing the truth, or of avoiding the ever-ready trap of deception. Thus the dif
ficulty in knowing the difference between truth and error is eliminated.'' -2SR 
289:0. 

"It is imperative, therefore, that every Present-truth believer teach and prac
tice only Present Truth~~teach not short of nor beyond what is published 
the Bowl], weave not into it private interpretations or constructions, theories 
and ideas, and do nothing less or nothing more that what the message calls 
jor."-4 Ans. 69:1. 

'' ... since none but the Spirit of Truth, who transmitted the mysteries of Ins pi-
. ration, can interpret them, then those who attempt to teach them without this 

Inspired interpretational authority, inevitably fall into the forbidden practice 
ofprivate interpretation (2 Pet. 1:20). 

"As we dare not follow in such a path, we must therefore, as teachers of The 
Shepherd's Rod (the official publications of The Davidian Seventh-day 
Adventist Association), teach only in the light of the Rod those passages which 
in one way or another need to be interpreted. Thus only will all Present-truth 
believers ever become of the same mind, seeing eye to eye and speaking the 
same things (1 Cor. 1:10; 1 PeL 3:8; Isa. 52:8). 
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''And such as do choose to engage in private interpretation are respectfully 
asked to desist f1:om teaching in the name of the Rod and at its expense.''-5 
Ans, 55, 56. 

Disclaiming, even disdaining, ''abiding'' Inspiration (the Living Spirit of Proph
ecy), the Adair Salemites (and indeed mo11t of other "ite!ii") can offer the 
flock only their soothsaying or private interpretations~the sparks of their 
own kindling. Their non"· ROD theories are from a bowl all right-the bowl of 
their soothsayer's head! 

Surely now, aJl who have come afoul D. Adair'!l sticky conglomeration of 
Carmel-trisecting, Ezekiel 47~garbling, 1970 tim~:Hletting, and Salem falsf;Ao~ 
cusing will have their ©yes come v.ide open to what humbug he has put over 
with his "pictures" (charts) and accompanying hum, and will quickly leave 
him to hum to himself in solitrure. 

Get with ~nd St!ly with Golden Bowi 

Brother, Sister, obey Ood~"Buy the truth, and sell it not.'' Prov. 23:23. 
Don't let any foist off upon you their anti~Bashan, truth~garbling, Kingdom~ 
cheating oil from their own bead-bowL Get with and stay with Bashan and the 
Golden Bowl. 

But if you willfully elect to refuse the good, the pure oil from BashlUI., and 
choose the evil., the ad:ulterated oil from Saiem, from. the Adair head-bowl or 
any other head-bowl, then God will surely let you have He will not violate 
your will. 

however, in the face of the totally discrediting facts herein pyramided, you 
are still bent upon buying it (head~bowl oil), then you must acknowledge your 
intellectual dishonesty and hostility in the area of Micah 7:14 and ·kindred 
truths, and be resigned to die a beggar by the ba.rgain-a begging, knuckle
knocking, teeth-gnashing, weeping, wailing foolish virgin who refused the 
good (Bashan Inspired truth of the ROD) and chose the evil-the head~bowl 
oil or, to mix metaphors, the dung-baked offering of the D. Adair Salem 
Codes, the Blum Yucaipa Codes, etc., the Jordan Scientology effusions, et al. 

Declares In§piration: " ... fire from dung (unnatural and filthy source) must 
be symbolical of a power foreign to the Holy Spirit: specifically Satan's, in
spiring the human agent to engage in private' interpret@tions of the Scrip-
tun~s-a defiling tlling."~lSR 80:3 (P.E,) · 

No Spirit-led Davidian is ev€lr going to suffer hh:uself to be defiled with the 
dung-baked rationalization2 of the D. Adrux-Sa:lem-1973·1974 anti-Bashan 
Code and later publications, the Blum an.d-Bashan tracts, the Jordan anti-
Bashan bro~dsides, the rest I:Pf the anti-Bashan efforts. 
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Rachel's Dismal Record. 

On laying to rest this ungratifying subject, let all remember Rachel's idol
coveting career-that is, her council-loving and council-adulating, resulting in 
her succession of dismal efforts to bring forth children: first in her Arlington
Avenue apostasy from Bashan Association, followed in rapid succession by 
her Tyler-A venue debut (both of these in Arlington, California), her split-up 
there by the bra.nch, her subsequent feeble Shepherd's Rod Publishing As
sociation's comeback, her Vista-Helman alliance and inevitable ere-long split
up, her Vista-Salem amalgamation, her romance with and removal to Salem, 
her inevitable No. 1 Salem split-up, and presently her Adair off-shoot re
emergence elsewhere in Salem as Salem No.2 or Salem West, and now already 
her inevitable split-up there (her No.2 Salem split-up), with the weevil-impreg
nated surety of further split-ups until her sad end-what a record of human in
spiration, of human-all-too-human devising, human maneuvering, human in
stability! That is poor Rachel-Arlington-Rachel, Vista-Rachel, Salem-Rachel 
No. 1, Rachel apostate Adair Salem No. 2, Yucaipa-Rachel-Rachel anywhere 
right down the line, anywhere and everywhere she goes, right to her tragic end 
under a pile of stones forever outside the "city of our God." Ps. 48:1. Rachel, 
don't you think it is time to wake up to your 

Whicb wm n Be? 

Soothsayer D. Adair asks, "Which will it be?" Well he may ask. Yes, indeed, 
which will it be? His head bowl or the Golden bowl? 

Brother, Sister, with all these refulgent facts blazing in your eyes, and all this 
tolling of truth's bell of warning now ringing in your ears, will you foolishly 
stay with Rachel or with the Rachel apostate, also the Bashan apostate, D. Adair, 
or with any of the rest of the Bashan enemies, to the bitter end, only to become 
a pitiful part of the pillar of the perished? Or you wisely leave her and the 
rest of them now while the leaving is good, and prepare yourself to go home 
with Leah to "the city of God, the holy place of the tabernacle of the Most 
High"? Ps. 46:4. One or the other it will be. Which? 

Cbarlatan·-Ho:mbuggin~ Sooths!ilyer-Fruse Sign Bo!!rd 

What the latest EDUCATOR (April, 1973) states concerning the Roden
Johnson garbling of Micah 7:14 is even more applicable, if possible, to the 
D. Adair-Salem garbling of the verse: 

"The whole Roden-Johnson structure of pasture-placing and pasture-feeding 
is manifestly so grotesquely out of line with the Bible and the ROD that one 
wonders how either of them can look themselves straight in the face in a mirror 
and not cry out CHARLAT ANI'' 
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their spirits who fear not to play fast and 
hard to heart Inspiration's wamiruz to them: 

''Those who, their human construction, shall make the Scripture to utter 
that which Christ has never placed upon it, weaken its making the Voice 
of God in instruction and warnings to testify falsehood, to avoid the inconven
ience incurred by obedience to God's requirements, have become signboards, 
pointing in the wrong direction, into which lead to tran.sgres:sion 
and death."-Fundamentals Christian Education, 387:0. 

" 'Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to be 
accounted of?' Here is God's simple rernedy for His people. They should cease 
listening to 'soothsayers,' they should instead hear what Inspiration has to say. 
They should study God ':g Word for themselves with the aid of actuallJ! it~spill'ed 
teachers o.f God, and make their own decisions~ never, never rely upon the de~ 
cisions and judgments of others, no matter what are, or who they be.'' 
-1TG 29:12:3. 

''Therefore thou hast forsaken 
are causing the to follow 
east, and are soothsayers like the 
c;hHdren of strangers/' Isa. 2:6. 

men that 
because be replenished from the 

and they olease themselves in the 

Of the work of declares: 

an injury to the cause of 
teachings of the apostles 

"-AA 212:3. 

uttered by a sootrAsayer j are 
the minds of the people from the 

and bringing disrepute upon the 

" ... the student of truth will note that [John 10:1~3) 
Christ points out that the on(y He recognizes as His are those to 
whom the opens the Door and invites them The student will also 
note that all others are branded as impostors. And the sheep that hear the false 
shepherd's voice. He are not Hi.s sheeo. "-1 TG 2:20:2. 

"The porter, thl.l one in opens the door to those who have com
plied with the requirements for admission. In other words, the Lord is plainly 
tellh1g us that no one may dodge the and forever get by. 
And in spite of this waming, and in spite of the fact that to go through the 
door is even easier than to climb over the some choose to take a chance 

i:n·-lJWe!1endir;le to be in the ' thus J~;etting into the 
a f"ollowimz 
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possible to induce God's true sheep to follow them for they know the true 
Shepherd's Voice."-Id., pp. 19:4; 20:1. 

"God's sheep are thus carefully led in and out, both to shelter and to 'meat in 
due season,' to present truth. The 'goats,' though, those who dodge the porter 
while entering, must, of course, do so while coming out, too. Consequently, 
they cannot be led by God's appointed shepherds."-Id., p. 21:1. 

The soothsayers and supporters are victims of the " 'hum of a humbug' that 
unsanctified hearts like to listen to. are of those who are dodging the 
porter at the 'Door,' of those who know that their deeds cannot stand inspec
tion."-Id., p. 21:2. 

" 'Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do 
wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand: but the wise shall under
stand,' 

"Who are the wise:·--They must be those who are ever searching for 'golden 
oil,' those who have their vessels full (Matt. 25:1-13). Those who are let in 
through the door [by the porter :mt the Door] are those who have obtained and 
followed an up-to-date map of Truth""-lTG 51:13:2. 

Where did get the up-dated ma.p, and who let them through the Door? 

"We are approaching the parting of the ways where we must decide whether 
we wm be among the many of whom Daniel that shall be purified, and 
made white, and tried, and understand; or of those who shall do wickedly and 
not understand. If we would be among the wise and purified ones we had bet
ter without delay find out what our idols are and them away, for that is the 
factor that will decide which of the two classes we wm belong to. Since none of 
the wicked shall understand in the day of the Lord, it shows that the Tmtb wm 
b~come de:eper ll!Dd deeper until finally the wicked wm not be able to compre
hend It. The point where they first lost out or became blinded, however, was 
when they met their idol and refused to tear themselves from it. The things we 
love and e!lteem more than God's Kingdom a.re our "-12 Code 6 & 
7:18:2. 

" ... Truth is growin1 [now in the binding up of the Rod testimony], and ... we 
should keep pace with It ... 

"Those who fail to keep pace with the Truth rJs lnspiratim:u.mfolds It [now in 
the binding up of the Rod testimony], can never, of course, come to 'the unity 
of the faith,' and to a full 'knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, 
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unto the measure of the stature the fulnt§S of Christ.' Such will forever be 
'children, tossed to ~nd and carded about with every wind of doctrine, by 

of men .... " (Eph. 4: 14. "·-1TG 51:7:2; 8:1)-~by the Roden, 
the the Johnson, the the the Jordan, the 

and an the other sleights and winds. 

Sister, are you a a !::rum bugging soothsayer, a false sign-
v~'·""·'"'' the wrong Make sure, without faiL 

Efforbl to R()f;f\r.rd E.'de;m@ It 

let the Salem, the and a,U the other and humbug-
gers lay wen to heart the ROD passage: bear in mind that 'the efforts 
made to retard the progresr.; of Truth will serve to extend it' (5T 454), and that 
you will be promoted with it if you keep in the middle of the road, 
not ahead with a zeal that is not according to knowledge."~S Ans. 
54:1, 
The wise will, indeed, ever bear this in mind. 

God H~lp Us 

Perhaps, probably, it is too much to of frail 
hope andi pray, that the l~sson herein may put ail of m; vigilantly on guard 
·ever, as one has so truly said, to ''be very careful :not to reason ourselves into 

uations from which it may be difficult to break and to remember 
that "most theories are based upon partial which may be exaggerated 
out of proportion to the whole truth ... In a perceptive mind ... should 
see that Satan out to tear apart every ray It is his studied purpose 
to push truth into heresy and fanaticism. We should be very careful to analyze 
the roots of truth that were planted and not allowed to come to maturity. 'The 
wise shall understand.' Dan. 12:10.'' 

God help us. 
A P«»~~scnipt 

Reaching us too late to be of the preceding article, 
the following statement deserves "'"'.!""""'"'· 

"In order to prevent misunderstanding we the facts should be 
before you. We have sent our resignation to the Salem Council and no doubt 
they have acted on it bv now ... 

"We are to Dmmie .Adair for r~asons we thinJ: are important: 
marily he is a time setter, [He is using, to the ROD, the third 40-year 

of the 120-year Mo:>ak to establish 1970 + 40 = 1970) as 
He says the message teaches that Salem 
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would become a headquarters in 1970. (You know about the 40-year period.) 

"We are opposed to anything that is not found in the Bowl and there seems to 
be plenty of it. We hope you will see things in the right light and that you will 
respond accordingly. This is our reason for resigning at this particular time 
rather than waiting for the Session."-H.G. Warden, Letter to Salem Coun-

Sept. 1973. (Emphases belong to 

It rejoices our soul to know that Brother and Sister Warden (and, we earnestly 
hope and pray, any others who are with have gotten their eyes and ears 
wide open to the sleight of hand and the humbug hum of soothsayer, impos
tor, usurper, and division-caut'ler~Davidian Dathan Adair. May they and all 
other open-eyed Davidians mark him and avoid him, and turn to the Van
guard fellowship of Bashan. 

Although Brother Warden's statement is not to be construed (and we do not 
construe it) as indicating that his next wm land him at Basham, it does, 
happily, reveal that he is not humbugged by the hum of Salem's heretical hum
bugger. 

No teacher of the ROD who was credentialed by Brother Houteff (D. Adair 
was not, nor were any of the other Bashan enemies named herein for your 
warning and safety), and who is not a soothsayer (as D. Adair is), will make 
any time applications of the 4Q .. year period from 1930 to 1970. Any who do so 
are, as Brother Warden charges, time-setters. Precisely so. And any who sup
port them in their forbidden work are the same. Precisely so too. Such are 
dividers. and spoilers, headed at high speed for elsewhere than the Kingdom. 
Who will be so mad as to with them? God forbid, Brethren. If you are on 
any of these chariots of heresy, jum1~ for your life, quickly, we implore you, . 
before they miss the fGJtal, final leave the road and smash themselves in 
bits on the rocks of disappointment and disillusionment below. Then take 
sanctuary at Bashan, the hill of God~the dressing chamber for putting on the 
robes of Christ's righteousness preparatory to going "up to Gilead, and [tak
ing] balm" Jer, 46: 11-total truth and righteousness in wrought in the charac
ter-to heal the hurt of Babylon, 

Don't let the infatuating hum of a.ny humbugging soothsayer, or blind prej
udice, or cankered feelings, or anything else, cheat you of your reservation on 
the Chariot's maiden flight to Glory Land. Act intelligently, responsibly, re
demptively-right now without fail, and secure your seat on that glory-night 
beyond worlds afar, to that land "that is very far " where "thine eyes shall 
see the King in His beauty." Isa. 33:17; 6Tr. 30:1. 

0, Brother, Sister Davidian, faithfully feed upon His ROD now l.n the hill of 
His desire, and you'll be aboard with Him when the Chariot swings low, then 
sweeps up to Glory-saved, forever SAVED! 
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